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Abstract. Let Wm|n be the (finite) W -algebra attached to the principal
nilpotent orbit in the general linear Lie superalgebra glm|npCq. In this paper
we study the Whittaker coinvariants functor, which is an exact functor from
category O for glm|npCq to a certain category of finite-dimensional modules
over Wm|n. We show that this functor has properties similar to Soergel’s
functor V in the setting of category O for a semisimple Lie algebra. We also
use it to compute the center of Wm|n explicitly, and deduce consequences
for the classification of blocks of O up to Morita/derived equivalence.
1. Introduction
This article is a sequel to [BBG], in which we began a study of the principal
W -algebra W “ Wm|n associated to the general linear Lie superalgebra g “
glm|npCq. This associative superalgebra is a quantization of the Slodowy slice
to the principal nilpotent orbit in g; see e.g. [P, GG, L1] for more about (finite)
W -algebras in the purely even case.
There are several different approaches to the construction of W . We begin
by briefly recalling one of these in more detail. Since glm|npCq – gln|mpCq, there
is no loss in generality in assuming throughout the article that m ď n. Pick a
nilpotent element e P g0¯ with just two Jordan blocks (necessarily of sizes m and
n), and let g “ÀdPZ gpdq be a good grading for e P gp1q. Let p :“Àdě0 gpdq
and m :“ Àdă0 gpdq. We get a generic character χ : m Ñ C by taking the
supertrace form with e. Setting mχ :“ tx´χpxq |x P mu Ď Upmq, we then have
by definition that
W :“ tu P Uppq | umχ Ď mχUpgqu.
In [BBG], we obtained a presentation for W by generators and relations, show-
ing that it is a certain truncated shifted version of the Yangian Y pgl1|1q. In
particular, it is quite close to being supercommutative. We also classified its
irreducible representations via highest weight theory. Every irreducible repre-
sentation arises as a quotient of an appropriately defined Verma module, all
of which have dimension 2m. Then there is another more explicit construction
of the irreducible representations, implying that they have dimension 2m´t for
some atypicality 0 ď t ď m.
By a Whittaker vector, we mean a vector v in some right g-module such that
vx “ χpxqv for each x P m; equivalently, vmχ “ 0. This is the appropriate
analog for g of the notion of a Whittaker vector for a semisimple Lie algebra
as studied in Kostant’s classic paper [Ko]. From the definition of W , we see
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2 JONATHAN BRUNDAN AND SIMON M. GOODWIN
that the space of Whittaker vectors, which we denote by H0pMq, is a right
W -module. We refer to H0 as the Whittaker invariants functor. On the other
hand, for a left g-module M , it is clear from the definition of W that the
space H0pMq :“ M{mχM of Whittaker coinvariants is a left W -module. The
restriction of this functor to the BGG category O for g (defined with respect to
the standard Borel subalgebra b of g such that b0¯ “ p0¯) gives an exact functor
from O to the category of finite-dimensional left W -modules.
The main goal in the first part of this article is to describe the effect of H0
on various natural families of modules in O. In particular, in Theorem 3.14, we
show that it sends Verma modules in O (induced from the standard Borel b)
to the Verma modules for W . Our proof of this is elementary but surprisingly
technical, and it turns out to be the key ingredient needed for many things after
that. We use it to show that H0 sends irreducible modules in O of maximal
Gelfand–Kirillov dimension to irreducible W -modules, and it sends all other
irreducibles in O to zero. Moreover, every irreducible W -module arises in this
way. We also compute the composition multiplicities of Verma modules for W .
They always have composition length 2t where t is the atypicality mentioned
earlier, but are not necessarily multiplicity-free. As another more surprising
application, we deduce that the center of W is canonically isomorphic to the
center of Upgq; see Theorem 3.21. Thus central characters for g and W are
identified.
After that, we restrict attention just to the subcategory OZ of O that is
the sum of all of its blocks with integral central character. Let OZ be the full
subcategory of W -mod consisting of the W -modules isomorphic to H0pMq for
M P OZ. We show that OZ is Abelian, and the Whittaker coinvariants functor
restricts to an exact functor
H0 : OZ Ñ OZ
which satisfies the universal property of the quotient of OZ by the Serre sub-
category TZ consisting of all the modules of less than maximal Gelfand–Kirillov
dimension; see Theorem 4.8. Thus, OZ is an explicit realization of the Serre
quotient OZ{TZ. By [BLW, Theorem 4.10], the quotient functor OZ Ñ OZ{TZ is
fully faithful on projectives, hence, so too is H0. This is reminiscent of a result
of Backelin [Ba] in the setting of category O for a semisimple Lie algebra. Back-
elin’s result was based ultimately on the Struktursatz from [S]. In that case,
Soergel’s Endomorphismensatz shows moreover that the blocks of the quotient
category can be realized explicitly in terms of the cohomology algebras of some
underlying partial flag varieties.
It would be very interesting to establish some sort of analog of Soergel’s
Endomorphismensatz in the super case. Ideally, this would give an explicit
combinatorial description (e.g. by quiver and relations) of the basic algebras Bξ
that are Morita equivalent to the various blocks Oξ of our category OZ. Note
these algebras are not commutative in general; e.g. see [B5, Example 4.7 and
Remark 4.8] for some baby examples. In Soergel’s proof of the Endomorphis-
mensatz, the cohomology algebras of partial flag varieties arise as quotients of
Zpgq, which is also the principal W -algebra in that setting according to [Ko].
Paralleling this in the super case, we show that all the maximally atypical Bξ’s
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can be realized as quotients of a certain idempotented form 9W of W ; see The-
orems 4.22 and 4.25. We also compute explicitly the Cartan matrix of Bξ;
see Theorem 4.14 for an elementary proof based on properties of the Whittaker
coinvariants functor, and Theorem 4.27 for a proof based on the super Kazhdan-
Lusztig conjecture of [CLW, BLW] (which has the advantage of incorporating
the natural grading).
We end the article by discussing some applications to the classification of
blocks of OZ, both up to Morita equivalence and up to gradable derived equiv-
alence in the sense of [CM, Definition 4.2]; see Theorems 4.33 and 4.35 and
Conjectures 4.34 and 4.37.
Finally in the introduction, we draw attention to the work of Losev in [L2].
This paper includes a study of Whittaker coinvariants functors associated to
arbitrary nilpotent orbits in semisimple Lie algebras. Lie superalgebras are not
considered in detail, though some remarks are made about how the theory may
apply in this situation in [L2, §6.3.2]. His theory includes many of the features
discussed above. In particular, he also views these functors as some generalized
Soergel functors. The approach in this paper is quite different and leads to
more explicit results, which we require for the subsequent applications.
Acknowledgements. This article was written in part during the programme “Lo-
cal Representation Theory and Simple Groups” held at the Bernoulli Center,
EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland in Autumn 2016. We also thank Kevin Coulem-
bier for pointing out the counterexample mentioned after Conjecture 4.37.
Notation. We fix once and for all some choice of parity function par : CÑ Z{2
such that parp0q “ 0¯ and parpz` 1q “ parpzq` 1¯ for all z P C. Also, ď denotes
the partial order on C defined by z ď w if w ´ z P N.
2. Category O for the general linear Lie superalgebra
In this section, we set up our general combinatorial notation, then review
various standard facts about category O for glm|npCq. We assume from the
outset that m ď n as this will be essential when we introduce the W -algebra in
the next section, but note that the general results in this section do not depend
on this hypothesis.
2.1. Combinatorics. We fix integers 0 ď m ď n and a two-rowed pyramid pi
with m boxes in the first (top) row and n boxes in the second (bottom) row. We
require that the top row does not jut out past the bottom row. For example,
here are the possible pyramids for m “ 2 and n “ 5:
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 ,
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 ,
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 ,
1 2
3 4 5 6 7 .
As in these examples, we number the boxes of pi by 1, . . . ,m ` n, so that the
boxes in the first (resp. second) row are indexed 1, . . .m (resp. m`1, . . . ,m`n)
from left to right. Then we write rowpiq and colpiq for the row and column
numbers of the ith box of pi, numbering columns by 1, . . . , n in order from left
to right. Also we denote the number of columns of height 1 on the left (resp.
right) side of pi by s´ (resp. s`); in the degenerate case m “ 0, one should
instead pick any s´, s` ě 0 with s´ ` s` “ n.
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A pi-tableau is a filling of the boxes of the pyramid pi by complex numbers. Let
Tab denote the set of all such pi-tableaux. Sometimes we will represent A P Tab
as an array A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn of complex numbers. Here are a few combinatorial
notions about tableaux.
‚ For A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn , we let apAq :“ a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` am and bpAq :“ b1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` bn
be the sum of the entries on its top and bottom rows, respectively.
‚ We say that A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn is dominant if a1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą am and b1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă bn.‚ We say that A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn is anti-dominant if ai ­ą aj for each 1 ď i ă j ď
m and bi ­ă bj for each 1 ď i ă j ď n.
‚ A matched pair in A is a pair of equal entries from the same column.
‚ The defect defpAq is the number of matched pairs in A.
‚ Two pi-tableaux A,B are row equivalent, denoted A „ B, if B can be
obtained from A by rearranging entries within each row.
‚ The degree of atypicality atyppAq is the maximal defect of any B „ A.
‚ We write B ß A if B can be obtained from A by picking several of the
matched pairs in A and subtracting 1 from each of them. There are
2defpAq such tableaux B.
‚ The Bruhat order ĺ on Tab is the smallest partial order such that B ă A
whenever one of the following holds:
– B is obtained from A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn by interchanging ai and aj , assuming
ai ą aj for some 1 ď i ă j ď m;
– B is obtained from A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn by interchanging bi and bj , assuming
bi ă bj for some 1 ď i ă j ď n;
– B is obtained from A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn by subtracting one from both ai and
bj , assuming ai “ bj for some 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n.
‚ Let « be the equivalence relation generated by the Bruhat order ĺ. We
refer to the «-equivalence classes as linkage classes. All pi-tableaux in
a given linkage class ξ have the same atypicality.
The representation theoretic significance of these definitions will be made clear
later in the article.
2.2. Modules and supermodules. In the introduction we have ignored the
distinction between modules and supermodules. We will be more careful in
the remainder of the article. For an associative algebra A, we write A-mod
or A-modfd for the categories of left A-modules or finite-dimensional left A-
modules, respectively.
Superalgebras and supermodules are objects in the symmetric monoidal cat-
egory of vector superspaces. We denote the parity of a homogeneous vector v in
a vector superspace by |v| P Z{2, and recall that the tensor flip V bW „ÑWbV
is given on homogeneous vectors by vbw ÞÑ p´1q|v||w|wbv. The notation r. , .s
always denotes the supercommutator rx, ys “ xy ´ p´1q|x||y|yx of homogeneous
elements of a superalgebra.
Let A be an associative superalgebra. A left A-supermodule is a superspace
M “ M0¯ ‘ M1¯ equipped with a linear left action of A such that AiMj Ď
Mi`j . A supermodule homomorphism is a parity-preserving linear map that is
a homomorphism in the usual sense. We write A-smod for the Abelian category
of all left A-supermodules and supermodule homomorphisms, and A-smodfd for
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the subcategory of finite-dimensional ones. We denote the usual parity switching
functor on all of these categories by Π.
2.3. Super category O. Let g be the Lie superalgebra glm|npCq. We write
ei,j for the ij-matrix unit in g, which is of parity |i| ` |j| where
|i| “
#
0¯ for 1 ď i ď m,
1¯ for m` 1 ď i ď m` n.
Let t be the Cartan subalgebra of g consisting of all diagonal matrices and
tδiu1ďiďm`n be the basis for t˚ dual to the basis tei,iu1ďiďm`n of t. The usual
supertrace form p. , .q on g induces a non-degenerate super-symmetric bilinear
form p. , .q on t˚ such that pδi, δjq “ p´1q|i|δi,j .
Now suppose that  is a total order on the set t1, . . . ,m ` nu. Let b be
the Borel subalgebra of g spanned by tei,juiunlhdj . Then define O to be the full
category of Upgq-smod consisting of all g-supermodules M such that
‚ M is finitely generated over g;
‚ M is locally finite-dimensional over b;
‚ M is semisimple over t;
‚ the λ-weight space Mλ of M is concentrated in parity1
parpλq :“ parppλ, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nqq ` rpn´mq{2s`ms´ P Z{2. (2.1)
The parity assumption means that one can simply forget the Z{2-grading on
objects of O, since it can be recovered uniquely from the weights. The reader
should not be concerned about the dependence on the choice of the function
par : CÑ Z{2 (which was made at the end of the introduction): the categories
O arising from two different choices are obviously equivalent. We note that
all objects of O are of finite length.
Introduce the weight ρ P t˚ so that
pρ, δjq “ #
 
iunlhd j ˇˇ |i| “ 1¯(´#  i j ˇˇ |i| “ 0¯( (2.2)
for j “ 1, . . . ,m ` n. For A P Tab, let λA P t˚ be the unique weight such thatpλA ` ρ, δjq is the entry in the jth box of A. Then we let MpAq denote the
Verma supermodule of b-highest weight λA , i.e.
MpAq :“ Upgq bUpbq CA (2.3)
where CA is a one-dimensional b-supermodule of weight λA concentrated in
parity parpλA q. Note the parity choice here is forced upon us since we want
MpAq to belong to O. The Verma supermodule MpAq has a unique ir-
reducible quotient LpAq, and the supermodules tLpAq | A P Tabu give a
complete set of inequivalent irreducible objects in O.
By a normal order we mean a total order  such that 1  ¨ ¨ ¨  m and
m`1 ¨ ¨ ¨m`n. For any normal order , the underlying even subalgebra b¯
0
is equal simply to the usual standard Borel subalgebra of g0¯ “ glmpCq‘ glnpCq
consisting of upper triangular matrices. Observing that a g-supermodule is
locally finite over b if and only if it is locally finite over b¯
0
, it is clear for
1We have made this particular choice so that (2.4) holds; it is important also in the proof
of Lemma 3.8.
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any two normal orders  and  that O “ O. Henceforth, we denote this
category coming from a normal order simply by O.
Let us explain how to translate between the various labellings of the irre-
ducible objects of O arising from different choices of normal order. The basic
technique to pass from  to  is to apply a sequence of odd reflections connect-
ing  to . A single odd reflection connects normal orders  and  which agree
except at i P t1, . . . ,mu and j P tm` 1, . . . ,m`nu, with i, j being consecutive
in both orders. Assuming that i  j, we have that LpAq – LpA1q where A1
is obtained from A by adding 1 to its ith and jth entries if these entries are
equal, or A1 :“ A if these entries are different. This was observed originally by
Serganova in her PhD thesis.
The following fundamental lemma is well known, e.g. see [CLW, Lemma 6.1].
The proof involves noting that it suffices to consider the case when  and  are
connected by a single odd reflection, and then it can be observed from explicit
formulas for the characters.
Lemma 2.1. For any two normal orders  and  and A P Tab, the formal
characters of MpAq and MpAq are equal. Thus the symbols rMpAqs and
rMpAqs are equal in the Grothendieck group of O.
We will mostly work just with the natural order ă on t1, . . . ,m`nu, meaning
of course that 1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă m` n; for this order we denote bă, λăA, ρă,MăpAq
and LăpAq simply by b, λA, ρ,MpAq and LpAq. In particular b is the standard
Borel subalgebra of upper triangular matrices in g. The resulting labelling of
the irreducible objects of O is the best choice for several other purposes. For
example, the irreducible object LpAq is finite-dimensional if and only if A is
dominant; hence, the irreducible objects LpAq for all dominant tableaux A give
a complete set of inequivalent finite-dimensional irreducible g-supermodules.
This was established originally by Kac in [K] by an argument involving parabolic
induction from g0¯. In a similar way, one sees that LpAq is of maximal Gelfand–
Kirillov dimension amongst all supermodules in O if and only if A is anti-
dominant.
The natural order on t1, . . . ,m ` nu corresponds to the ordering of the
boxes of the pyramid pi induced by the lexicographic order of coordinates
prowpiq, colpiqq, i.e. i ă j if and only if rowpiq ă rowpjq, or rowpiq “ rowpjq
and colpiq ă colpjq. There is another normal order which plays a significant
role for us, namely, the order ă1 arising from the reverse lexicographic order
on coordinates, i.e. i ă1 j if and only if colpiq ă colpjq, or colpiq “ colpjq and
rowpiq ă rowpjq. For this order, we denote bă1 , λă1A , ρă1 ,Mă1pAq and Lă1pAq by
b1, λ1A, ρ1, M 1pAq and L1pAq. Note that in [BBG] the weight ρ1 was denoted rρ.
Whereas the Borel subalgebra b arising from the natural ordering has a
unique odd simple root, the Borel subalgebra b1 has a maximal number of odd
simple roots. This leads to some significant differences when working with the
ordering ă1 compared to the natural ordering. For instance, it is not so easy
to describe the tableaux A such that L1pAq is either finite-dimensional or of
maximal Gelfand–Kirillov dimension in purely combinatorial terms.
Using the description of ρ1 given by (2.2) a direct calculation gives
pρ1, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nq ” rpn´mq{2s`ms´ pmod 2q. (2.4)
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Hence, recalling (2.1), we have that parpλ1Aq “ parpbpAqq for A P Tab.
2.4. The Harish-Chandra homomorphism. Let Zpgq denote the center of
Upgq. This can be understood via the Harish-Chandra homomorphism, which
gives an isomorphism between Zpgq and a certain subalgebra Iptq of Sptq. Let
xi :“ ei,i for i “ 1, . . . ,m and yj :“ ´em`j,m`j for j “ 1, . . . , n, so that
Sptq “ Crx1, . . . , xm, y1, . . . , yns. The Weyl group of g with respect to t is the
product of symmetric groups SmˆSn, which acts naturally on Sptq so that Sm
permutes x1, . . . , xm and Sn permutes y1, . . . , yn. Then
Iptq :“
#
f P SptqSmˆSn
ˇˇˇˇ Bf
Bxi ` BfByj ” 0 pmod xi ´ yjq
for any 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď n
+
. (2.5)
A distinguished set of generators for Iptq is given by the elementary supersym-
metric polynomials
erpx1, . . . , xm{y1, . . . , ynq :“
ÿ
s`t“r
p´1qtespx1, . . . , xmqhtpy1, . . . , ynq (2.6)
for all r ě 1, where espx1, . . . , xmq is the sth elementary symmetric polynomial
and htpy1, . . . , ynq is the tth complete symmetric polynomial; see e.g. [Se, §0.6.1].
To define the Harish-Chandra homomorphism itself we fix a total order 
on t1, . . . ,m` nu. Recall that b is the Borel subalgebra spanned by tei,juiunlhdj ;
let n be its nilradical. Writing Upgq0 for the centralizer of t in Upgq, let
φ : Upgq0 Ñ Sptq be the algebra homomorphism defined by the projection
along the direct sum decomposition Upgq0 “ Sptq ‘ pUpgq0 X Upgqnq. Let
HC :“ S´ρ ˝ φ : Zpgq Ñ Sptq, (2.7)
where the shift automorphism S´ρ is the automorphism of Sptq defined by
x ÞÑ x´ ρpxq for each x P t. Now we can state the key theorem here; see [M,
§13.2] for a recent exposition of the proof.
Theorem 2.2 (Kac, Sergeev). The homomorphism HC is an isomorphism
between Zpgq and Iptq.
Our definition of the Harish-Chandra homomorphism involves the choice of
the total order . But in fact one obtains the same isomorphism Zpgq „Ñ Iptq
no matter which order is chosen:
Theorem 2.3. The map HC : Zpgq Ñ Sptq does not depend on the particular
choice of the total order  used in its definition.
Proof. Suppose first that  and  are two orders that are conjugate under
Sm ˆ Sn, i.e. there exists a permutation σ P Sm ˆ Sn such that
i j ô σpiq σpjq,
where Sm permutes t1, . . . ,mu and Sn permutes tm`1, . . . ,m`nu. Let HC and
HC1 be the Harish-Chandra homomorphisms defined via  and , respectively.
Take any z P Zpgq and write it as z “ z0`z1 for z0 P Sptq, z1 P Upgq0XUpgqn.
Identifying the Weyl group Sm ˆ Sn with permutation matrices in the group
GLmpCq ˆ GLnpCq in the obvious way, we get an action of Sm ˆ Sn on g
by conjugation. Since this is an action by inner automorphisms it fixes z,
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so we have that z “ σpzq “ σpz0q ` σpz1q with σpz0q P Sptq and σpz1q P
Upgq0 X Upgqn. Now compute:
HC1pzq “ S´ρpσpz0qq “ S´σpρqpσpz0qq “ σpS´ρpz0qq “ σpHCpzqq “ HCpzq,
where the last equality follows because HCpzq is symmetric by Theorem 2.2.
Since any order is SmˆSn-conjugate to a normal order, we have thus reduced
the problem to showing that the Harish-Chandra homomorphisms arising from
any two normal orders  and  are equal. Again, let HC and HC1 be the
Harish-Chandra homomorphisms defined from the orders  and , respectively,
assuming now that both orders are normal. For any z P Zpgq and A P Tab, the
element z acts on the Verma supermodule MpAq (resp. MpAq) by the scalar
HCpzqpλAq (resp. HC1pzqpλAq). So to prove that HCpzq “ HC1pzq it suffices to
show that MpAq and MpAq have the same central character, which follows
from Lemma 2.1. 
There is an explicit formula for the elements zr P Zpgq lifting the elementary
supersymmetric polynomials erpx1, . . . , xm{y1, . . . , ynq. To formulate this, recall
from [GKLLRT] that the kk-quasideterminant of a k ˆ k-matrix M is
|M |k,k :“ d´ ca´1b,
assuming M is decomposed into block matrices as M “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
so that a is
an invertible pk´ 1q ˆ pk´ 1q matrix and d is a scalar. Working in the algebra
Upgqrru´1ss where u is an indeterminate, let
ζkpuq :“ u|Tkpuq|k,k,
where Tkpuq is the kˆk matrix with ij-entry δi,j`p´1q|i|u´1ei,j . The coefficients
of these formal Laurent series for k “ 1, . . . ,m ` n generate a commutative
subalgebra of Upgq. Then set
zpuq “
ÿ
rě0
zru
´r :“
mź
k“1
ζkpu` 1´ kq
N nź
k“1
ζm`kpu` k ´mq. (2.8)
This defines elements z1, z2, z3, . . . P Upgq. For example for gl1|1pCq one gets
z1 “ e1,1 ` e2,2.
Theorem 2.4. The elements tzrurě1 generate the center Zpgq. Moreover,
HCpzrq “ erpx1, . . . , xm{y1, . . . , ynq.
Proof. Let Y pgq be the Yangian of g and bm|npuq P Y pgqrru´1ss be Nazarov’s
quantum Berezinian from [N]; see also [Gw, Definition 3.1]. In [Gw, Theorem
1], Gow establishes a remarkable factorization of this quantum Berezinian, from
which we see that zpuq is the image of pu`1q´1pu`2q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pu`n´mq´1bm|npuq
under the usual evaluation homomorphism Y pgq  Upgq. The coefficients of
bm|npuq are central in Y pgq by [N] (or [Gw, Theorem 2]). Hence, the coefficients
z1, z2, . . . of our zpuq are central in Upgq.
It remains to compute HCpzrq. For this we use the definition of HC coming
from the natural order ă, since for this order it is clear how to apply the
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projection φ “ φă to each of the power series ζipuq. One gets that
HCpzpuqq “
mź
k“1
p1` u´1xkq
N nź
k“1
p1` u´1ykq.
The u´r-coefficient of this expression is equal to erpx1, . . . , xm{y1, . . . , ynq. 
Remark 2.5. In fact there exist other factorizations of zpuq analogous to (2.8)
which are adapted to more general total orders . To explain, let  be an
arbitrary total order on t1, . . . ,m`nu. Let σ P Sm`n be the permutation such
that σp1q σp2q ¨ ¨ ¨ σpm` nq. Let
ζσpkqpuq :“ u|Tk puq|k,k,
where Tk puq is the kˆk matrix with ij-entry δi,j`p´1q|σpiq|u´1eσpiq,σpjq. Then
we have that
zpuq “
mź
k“1
ζk pu` pρ, δkqq
N nź
k“1
ζk pu` pρ, δkqq.
This (and some analogous factorizations of the quantum Berezinian in Y pgq)
may be derived from [Gw, Theorem 1] by some explicit commutations in the
super Yangian; we omit the details.
2.5. Projectives, prinjectives and blocks. The following linkage principle
gives some rough information about the composition multiplicities of the Verma
supermodules MpAq. This involves the Bruhat order ĺ from §2.1.
Lemma 2.6. rMpAq : LpBqs ‰ 0 ñ B ĺ A.
Proof. This is a consequence of the superalgebra analog of the Jantzen sum
formula from [M, §10.3] or [Gk]; see [B5, Lemma 2.5] for details. 
For A P Tab we denote the projective cover of LpAq in O by P pAq. The
supermodule P pAq has a Verma flag, that is, a finite filtration with sections of
the form MpBq for B P Tab. Moreover, by BGG reciprocity, the multiplicity
pP pAq : MpBqq of MpBq in a Verma flag of P pAq is equal to the composition mul-
tiplicity rMpBq : LpAqs; see e.g. [B2]. Combined with Lemma 2.6, this implies
that the category O is a highest weight category with weight poset pTab,ĺq. Of
course its standard objects are the Verma supermodules tMpAquAPTab.
Remark 2.7. In fact each choice of normal order  on t1, . . . ,m` nu gives rise
to a different structure of highest weight category on O, with standard objects
being the corresponding Verma supermodules MpAq. In this article we only
need the highest weight structure that comes from the natural order.
By a prinjective object we mean one that is both projective and injective.
The following lemma classifies the prinjective objects in O, showing that they
are the projective covers of the irreducible objects of maximal Gelfand–Kirillov
dimension.
Lemma 2.8. Let A P Tab. Then P pAq is prinjective if and only if A is anti-
dominant. In that case P pAq is both the projective cover and the injective hull
of LpAq.
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Proof. This is a consequence of [BLW, Theorem 2.22] (bearing in mind also
[BLW, Theorem 3.10]); see also [B5, Lemma 4.3, Remark 4.4] and [CS, Corollary
6.2(ii)]. 
Recall finally that « is the equivalence relation on Tab generated by the
Bruhat order. For a linkage class ξ P Tab {«, we let Oξ be the Serre subcategory
of O generated by tLpAquAPξ. Lemma 2.6 implies immediately that this is a
sum of blocks of O. In fact each Oξ is an indecomposable block, thanks to
[CMW, Theorem 3.12]. Thus the blocks of O are in bijection with the linkage
classes.
Lemma 2.9. Let SmˆSn act on Tab by permuting entries within rows. Suppose
we are given a linkage class ξ P Tab {« and simple transposition σ P Sm ˆ Sn
such that σpξq :“ tσpAq | A P ξu is a different linkage class to ξ. Then, there is
an equivalence of categories Tσ : Oξ Ñ Oσpξq such that TσpMpAqq – MpσpAqq
and TσpLpAqq – LpσpAqq for each A P ξ.
Proof. This is a reformulation of [CMW, Proposition 3.9], where the equivalence
Tσ is constructed explicitly as a certain twisting functor. 
3. Principal W -algebras and Whittaker functors
After reviewing some basic definitions and results from [BBG], we proceed to
introduce the Whittaker coinvariants functor H0, which takes representations
of g to representations of its principal W -algebra, i.e. the (finite) W -algebra
associated to a principal nilpotent orbit e P g. We will mainly be concerned
with the restriction of this functor to the category O. The main result of the
section shows that H0 sends MpAq to the corresponding Verma supermodule
MpAq for W ; up to a parity shift, the latter was already introduced in [BBG].
This has several important consequences: we use it to determine the compo-
sition multiplicities of each MpAq, to show that H0 sends irreducibles in O to
irreducibles or zero, and to describe the center of W explicitly.
3.1. The principal W -superalgebra. We continue with g “ glm|npCq as in
the previous section. Consider the principal nilpotent element
e :“ e1,2 ` e2,3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` em´1,m ` em`1,m`2 ` em`2,m`3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` em`n´1,m`n P g.
Define a good grading g “ÀrPZ gprq for e P gp1q by declaring that each matrix
unit ei,j is of degree
degpei,jq :“ colpjq ´ colpiq. (3.1)
Set
p :“à
rě0
gprq, h :“ gp0q, m :“à
ră0
gprq.
Let χ P g˚ be defined by χpxq :“ px, eq. The restriction of χ to m is a character
of m. Then define mχ :“ tx ´ χpxq | x P mu, which a shifted copy of m inside
Upmq. The principal W -superalgebra may then be defined as
W :“ tu P Uppq | umχ Ď mχUpgqu, (3.2)
which is a subalgebra of Uppq. Although this definition depends implicitly on
the choice of pyramid pi, the isomorphism type of W depends only on m and
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n not pi, see [BBG, Remark 4.8]. The following theorem shows that W is
isomorphic to a truncated shifted version of the Yangian Y pgl1|1q.
Theorem 3.1 ([BBG, Theorem 4.5]). The superalgebra W contains distin-
guished even elements tdprq1 , dprq2 urě0 and odd elements teprqurąs` Y tf prqurąs´.
These elements generate W subject only to the following relations:
d
p0q
i “ 1, dprq1 “ 0 for r ą m,
rdprqi , dpsqj s “ 0, reprq, f psqs “
r`s´1ÿ
a“0
d˜
paq
1 d
pr`s´1´aq
2 ,
reprq, epsqs “ 0, rdprqi , epsqs “
r´1ÿ
a“0
d
paq
i e
pr`s´1´aq,
rf prq, f psqs “ 0, rdprqi , f psqs “ ´
r´1ÿ
a“0
f pr`s´1´aqdpaqi ,
where d˜
prq
i is defined recursively from
řr
a“0 d˜
paq
i d
pr´aq
i “ δr,0.
We will occasionally need to appeal to the explicit formulae2 for the genera-
tors d
prq
i , e
psq and f psq from [BBG, §4]. In particular, these formulae show that
d
p1q
1 and d
p1q
2 are the unique elements of Sptq “ Crt˚s such that
d
p1q
1 pλq “ pλ` ρ1, δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δmq, (3.3)
d
p1q
2 pλq “ pλ` ρ1, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nq. (3.4)
It is also often useful to work with the generating functions
dipuq :“
ÿ
rě0
d
prq
i u
´r PW rru´1ss, d˜ipuq :“
ÿ
rě0
d˜
prq
i u
´r PW rru´1ss,
so that d˜ipuq “ dipuq´1. Using these, we can define more elements tcprq, c˜prqurě0
by setting
cpuq “
ÿ
rě0
cprqu´r :“ d˜1puqd2puq, c˜puq “
ÿ
rě0
c˜prqu´r :“ d1puqd˜2puq. (3.5)
In particular, by the defining relations, we have that cpr`s´1q “ reprq, f psqs for
r ą s`, s ą s´. The elements tcprqurě1 are known to belong to the center
ZpW q; see [BBG, Remark 2.3]. Hence, so too do the elements tc˜prqurě1. We
will show in Corollary 3.22 below that either of these families of elements give
generators for ZpW q.
Recall finally by [BBG, Theorem 6.1] that W has a triangular decomposition:
let W 0,W` and W´ be the subalgebras generated by tdprq1 , dpsq2 u1ďrďm,1ďsďn,
teprqus`ărďs``m and tf prqus´ărďs´`m, respectively; then the multiplication
map W´ b W 0 b W` Ñ W is a vector space isomorphism. Moreover, by
the PBW theorem for W , the subalgebra W 0 is a free polynomial algebra of
rank m` n, while W` and W´ are Grassmann algebras of dimension 2m.
2There is a typo in [BBG, (4.12)–(4.13)]; both of these formulae need an extra minus sign.
Similarly the formulae for d˜
prq
i in [BBG, (4.19)–(4.20)] need to be changed by a sign.
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3.2. Highest weight theory for W . Next, we review some results about the
representation theory of W established in [BBG]. The triangular decomposition
allows us to define Verma supermodules for W as follows. Let W 7 :“ W 0W`.
This is a subalgebra of W , and there is a surjective homomorphism W 7 ÑW 0
which is the identity on W 0 and zero on each eprq PW`.
Given A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P Tab, let CA be the one-dimensional W 0-supermodule
spanned by a vector 1A of parity parpbpAqq, such that
d
prq
1 1A “ erpa1, . . . , amq1A, dpsq2 1A “ espb1, . . . , bnq1A (3.6)
for 1 ď r ď m, 1 ď s ď n. View CA as a W 7-supermodule via the surjection
W 7 W 0. Then induce to form the Verma supermodule
MpAq :“W bW 7 CA, (3.7)
setting mA :“ 1 b 1A. Of course, MpAq only depends on the row equivalence
class of A. The PBW theorem for W implies that dimMpAq “ 2m.
We say that M P W -smod is a highest weight supermodule of highest weight
A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P Tab if there exists a homogeneous vector v P M that generates
M as a W -supermodule with eprqv “ 0 for r ą s`, dprq1 v “ erpa1, . . . , amqv for
1 ď r ď m, and dpsq2 v “ erpb1, . . . , bnqv for 1 ď s ď n. The Verma supermodule
MpAq is the universal highest weight supermodule of highest weight A: given
any highest weight supermodule M of highest weight A as above, there exists
a unique surjective homomorphism from either MpAq or ΠMpAq onto M such
that mA ÞÑ v; the homomorphism is from MpAq if and only if |v| “ parpbpAqq.
By [BBG, Lemma 7.1], each MpAq has a unique irreducible quotient LpAq.
Theorem 3.2 ([BBG, Theorem 7.2]). The supermodules tLpAquAPTab give all of
the irreducible W -supermodules (up to isomorphism and parity switch). More-
over, LpAq – LpBq if and only if A „ B.
In particular, the theorem shows that all irreducible W -supermodules are
finite-dimensional. Henceforth, we will restrict our attention to the full subcat-
egory W -smodfd of W -smod consisting of finite-dimensional supermodules.
There is actually a very simple way to realize LpAq explicitly. Recall that
h – gl1pCq‘s´ ‘ gl1|1pCq‘m ‘ gl1pCq‘s` . (3.8)
For any A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P Tab, let KpAq be the h-supermodule induced from a one-
dimensional b1 X h-supermodule of weight λ1A and parity parpλ1Aq “ parpbpAqq,
cf. (2.4); we use the letter K here because it is a Kac supermodule for h (as
well as being a Verma supermodule). Note that dimKpAq “ 2m. We denote
the highest weight vector in KpAq by kA. Observe that
M 1pAq – Upgq bUppq KpAq. (3.9)
Also let V pAq be the unique irreducible quotient of KpAq. Thus V pAq is an irre-
ducible h-supermodule of b1 X h-highest weight λ1A, and dimV pAq “ 2m´defpAq.
Finally, using the (injective!) homomorphism W ãÑ Uppq Uphq derived from
the natural inclusion and projection maps, we restrict these supermodules to
W to obtain
KpAq :“ KpAq ÓUphqW , V pAq :“ V pAq ÓUphqW . (3.10)
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We sometimes denote kA P KpAq instead by kA.
Theorem 3.3. If defpAq “ atyppAq then LpAq – V pAq.
Proof. This is essentially [BBG, Theorem 8.4], but we should note also that the
isomorphism constructed is necessarily even since it sends mA to kA, which are
both of the same parity parpbpAqq. 
Lemma 3.4. For any A P Tab, we have that rKpAqs “ řBßArV pBqs, equality
written in the Grothendieck group K0pW -smodfdq.
Proof. By the representation theory of gl1|1pCq, we have that
rKpAqs “
ÿ
BßA
rV pBqs.
The lemma follows from this on restricting to W . 
3.3. Invariants and coinvariants. Given a right g-supermodule M , it is easy
to check from (3.2) that the subspace
H0pMq :“ H0pmχ,Mq “ tv PM | vmχ “ 0u (3.11)
is stable under right multiplication by elements of W . Hence, we obtain the
Whittaker invariants functor
H0 : smod-Upgq Ñ smod-W. (3.12)
Let smodχ-Upgq be the full subcategory of smod-Upgq consisting of all the su-
permodules on which mχ acts locally nilpotently. The super analog of Skryabin’s
theorem asserts that the restriction of H0 defines an equivalence of categories
from smodχ-Upgq to smod-W . Let Q denote the pW,Upgqq-superbimodule
Q :“ Upgq{mχUpgq, (3.13)
denoting the canonical image of 1 P Upgq in Q by 1χ. Then the functor
´bWQ : smod-W Ñ smodχ-Upgq (3.14)
is the inverse functor to H0 in Skrabin’s theorem. As observed already in [Z,
Remarks 3.9–3.10], Skryabin’s proof of this result in the purely even setting
from [Sk] extends routinely to the super case. Along the way, one sees that Q
is a free left W -supermodule with an explicitly constructed basis, from which
we see that there exists a W -supermodule homomorphism
p : QW (3.15)
such that pp1χq “ 1. We fix such a choice for later use.
Instead, suppose that M is a left g-supermodule. Then again it is clear from
(3.2) that the left action of W leaves the subspace mχM invariant, hence, we
get induced a well-defined left action of W on
H0pMq :“ H0pmχ,Mq “M{mχM. (3.16)
This gives us the Whittaker coinvariants functor
H0 : Upgq-smod ÑW -smod . (3.17)
Equivalently, this is the functor QbW ´.
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The first lemma below connects Whittaker invariants and coinvariants. To
formulate it we need some duals: if M is a left supermodule over some super-
algebra then we write M˚ for the full linear dual of M considered as a right
supermodule with the obvious action pfvqpaq “ fpvaq (no signs!). Similarly,
we write ˚M for the dual of a right supermodule, which is a left supermodule.
There are natural supermodule homomorphisms M Ñ p˚Mq˚ and M Ñ ˚pM˚q
(which involve a sign!). Note also that if V is a finite-dimensional superspace
and M is arbitrary then the canonical maps
M˚ b V ˚ „Ñ pV bMq˚, ˚M b ˚V „Ñ ˚pV bMq (3.18)
are isomorphisms.
Lemma 3.5. Let M be a left g-supermodule. Then there is a functorial iso-
morphism H0pMq˚ – H0pM˚q. In particular, if H0pMq is finite-dimensional,
then H0pMq – ˚H0pM˚q.
Proof. The natural inclusion H0pMq˚ ãÑ M˚ induced by M  H0pMq has
image contained in H0pM˚q. This gives a W -supermodule homomorphism
H0pMq˚ ãÑ H0pM˚q. To see that it is surjective, we observe that any ele-
ment of H0pM˚q Ď M˚ annihilates mχM , hence, comes from an element of
H0pMq˚. 
The next lemma is an analog of another well-known result in the even setting.
Lemma 3.6. The functor H0 sends short exact sequences of left g-supermodules
that are finitely generated over m to short exact sequences of finite-dimensional
left W -supermodules.
Proof. For any left m-supermodule M , we introduce its χ-restricted dual
M# :“ tf PM˚ | fpmrχMq “ 0 for r " 0u.
This defines a functor p´q# : Upmq-smod Ñ smod-Upmq. We claim that this
functor is exact. To see this, we note as in the proof of [B4, Lemma 3.10] that
the functor p´q# is isomorphic to Hommp´, Eχq, where Eχ :“ Upmq# viewed
as an pm,mq-superbimodule in the obvious way. The proof of [Sk, Assertion 2]
shows that Eχ is injective as a left m-supermodule; this follows ultimately from
the non-commutative Artin-Rees lemma. The desired exactness follows.
If M is a left g-supermodule then M# is actually a g-submodule of M˚,
and this submodule belongs to smodχ-Upgq. Hence, p´q# can also be viewed
as an exact functor Upgq-smod Ñ smodχ-Upgq. As in [B4, Lemma 3.11], we
have quite obviously for any left g-supermodule that H0pM˚q “ H0pM#q as
subspaces of M˚. Since H0 is exact on smodχ-Upgq by Skryabin’s theorem,
we have now proved that the functor Upgq-smod Ñ smod-W given by M ÞÑ
H0pM˚q is exact. Finally, if M is a left g-supermodule that is finitely generated
over m, then it is clear that H0pMq is finite-dimensional, so that H0pMq –˚H0pM˚q by Lemma 3.5. The lemma follows. 
Corollary 3.7. The restriction of the functor H0 to the category O from §2.3
is exact and has image contained in W -smodfd.
Proof. In view of the lemma, it just remains to observe that all supermodules in
O are finitely generated over m. This follows because the Verma supermodules
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MpAq are finitely generated over m, which is easily seen from the definition
since g0¯ “ b0¯ ‘m0¯. 
We also need the following lemma which takes care of all the necessary book-
keeping regarding parities.
Lemma 3.8. For M P O, the elements dp1q1 , dp1q2 P W 0 act semisimply on
H0pMq. Moreover, the z-eigenspace of dp1q2 is concentrated in parity parpzq for
each z P C.
Proof. For M P O and any vector v PM of t-weight λ, we know from (3.3)–(3.4)
that d
p1q
1 and d
p1q
2 act on v (hence, v`mχM) by the scalars pλ`ρ1, δ1`¨ ¨ ¨`δnq
and pλ` ρ1, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nq, respectively. Hence, they both act semisimply
on all of H0pMq. For the last part, let z :“ pλ` ρ1, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nq. Then,
by (2.1) and (2.4), the vector v is of parity parpλq “ parpzq. 
3.4. On tensoring with finite-dimensional representations. Let Reppgq
be the symmetric monoidal category of rational representations of g, that is,
finite-dimensional left g-supermodules which are semisimple over t with weights
lying in tZ˚ :“
Àm`n
i“1 Zδi. Tensoring with V P Reppgq defines a projective functor
V b´ : Upgq-smod Ñ Upgq-smod .
This is a rigid object of the strict monoidal category EndpUpgq-smodq of C-
linear endofunctors of Upgq-smod: it has a biadjoint defined by tensoring with
the usual dual V _ of V in the category Reppgq. In this subsection, we introduce
an analogous biadjoint pair of endofunctors V f ´ and V _ f ´ of W -smodfd.
We will use the language of module categories over monoidal categories, see e.g.
[EGNO, Chapter 7].
It is convenient to start by working with right supermodules. From the previ-
ous subsection, we recall the notation M˚ and ˚M for duals of left (resp. right)
supermodules, which are right (resp. left) supermodules. In particular, for V
as in the previous paragraph, V ˚ is a right Upgq-supermodule. Tensoring with
it gives us an exact functor ´bV ˚ : smod-Upgq Ñ smod-Upgq. In fact, writing
Endpsmod-Upgqq for the strict monoidal category of all C-linear endofunctors
of smod-Upgq, this defines a monoidal functor
Reppgqop Ñ Endpsmod-Upgqq, V ÞÑ ´ b V ˚.
In other words, smod-Upgq is a right module category over the monoidal cate-
gory Reppgq. The main coherence map that is needed for this comes from the
natural isomorphisms p´bW ˚q˝p´bV ˚q – ´bpV ˚bW ˚q – ´bppW bV q˚q.
It is clear that ´bV ˚ takes objects of smodχ-Upgq to objects of smodχ-Upgq.
Hence, we can consider ´ b V ˚ also as an endofunctor of smodχ-Upgq. Trans-
porting this through Skryabin’s equivalence from (3.14), we obtain an exact
functor
´f V ˚ :“ H0pp´ bW Qq b V ˚q : smod-W Ñ smod-W
Like in the previous paragraph, this actually defines a monoidal functor
Reppgqop Ñ Endpsmod-W q,
making smod-W into a right module category over Reppgq. To construct the
coherence map p´fW ˚q˝p´fV ˚q – ´fppW bV q˚q for this, one needs to use
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the canonical adjunction between ´bWQ and H0. Perhaps the most important
fact about this functor is that there is a isomorphism of vector superspaces
M f V ˚ „ÑM b V ˚ (3.19)
which is natural in bothM and V . In particular, ´fV ˚ takes finite-dimensional
W -supermodules to finite-dimensional W -supermodules. By definition, the iso-
morphism (3.19) is defined by the restriction of the map
pM bW Qq b V ˚ ÑM b V ˚,
pmb 1χuq b f ÞÑ mppuq b f
where p is the map from (3.15). The proof of this assertion goes back to the
PhD thesis of Lynch. For this and other details about this construction, we
refer to [BK1, §8.2]; the super case is essentially the same.
Lemma 3.9. There is an isomorphism H0pMq f V ˚ – H0pM b V ˚q which is
natural in M and V . It makes H0 : smod-Upgq Ñ smod-W into a morphism
of right Reppgq-module categories.
Proof. We start from the canonical isomorphism M – H0pMqbW Q defined by
the canonical adjunction from Skryabin’s theorem. Then apply H0 ˝ p´ b V ˚q
to both sides. 
We are ready to switch the discussion to left supermodules. For V P Reppgq
as before and M PW -smodfd, we define
V fM :“ ˚pM˚ f V ˚q, (3.20)
noting that M˚fV ˚ is also finite-dimensional thanks to (3.19). Again, we have
that pW f´q ˝ pV f´q – pW b V q f´, so that we obtain a monoidal functor
Reppgq Ñ EndpW -smodfdq, V ÞÑ V f´ (3.21)
making W -smodfd into a (left) module category over Reppgq. Also, applying˚p´q to (3.19) with M replaced by M˚ then using (3.18), we get a canonical
isomorphism
V bM – ˚pV ˚q b ˚pM˚q – ˚pM˚ b V ˚q „Ñ ˚pM˚ f V ˚q “ V fM (3.22)
as vector superspaces.
In general, due to the parity condition prescribed by (2.1), the endofunctor
V b ´ does not leave O invariant. However, it does providing the λ-weight
space of V is concentrated in parity parppλ, δm`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δm`nqq for all λ P tZ˚.
Let Rep0pgq be the full monoidal subcategory of Reppgq consisting of all such
V . Then, for V P Rep0pgq, we do get a monoidal functor
Rep0pgq Ñ EndpOq, V ÞÑ V b´. (3.23)
So O is a module category over Rep0pgq.
Theorem 3.10. There is a natural isomorphism H0pV bMq – V f H0pMq
making H0 : O ÑW -smodfd into a morphism of Rep0pgq-module categories.
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Proof. Take M P W -smodfd. Since H0pV bMq and V are finite-dimensional,
we have from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.9 that
H0pV bMq – ˚H0ppV bMq˚q – ˚H0pM˚ b V ˚q
– ˚pH0pM˚q f V ˚q “ V fH0pMq.
Everything else is purely formal; see [BK1, §8.4] for further discussion. 
Since V _ is both a left dual and right dual to V P Rep0pgq, it is automatic
that V _ f ´ is both left and right adjoint to V f ´. Moreover, the monoidal
isomorphism described in Theorem 3.10 intertwines the canonical adjunctions
between V b´ and V _ b´ with the ones between V f´ and V _ f´.
3.5. Whittaker coinvariants of M 1pAq. The following theorem will allow us
to determine the effect of the Whittaker coinvariants functor on the Verma
supermodule M 1pAq.
Theorem 3.11. The map Uppq Ñ Q, u ÞÑ 1χu is an isomorphism of pW,Uppqq-
superbimodules. Hence, for any left p-supermodule M , there is an isomorphism
M ÓUppqW „Ñ H0pUpgq bUppqMq, v ÞÑ 1b v `mχpUpgq bUppqMq
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from the PBW theorem and the defini-
tion of Q. Hence,
H0pUpgqbUppqMq – QbUpgqUpgqbUppqM – QbUppqM – UppqbUppqM –M,
which translates into the given isomorphism. 
Recall the definition of the W -supermodule KpAq from §3.2.
Corollary 3.12. For any A P Tab, we have that H0pM 1pAqq – KpAq.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.11 to the p-supermodule obtained by inflating KpAq
through p h and use (3.9). 
Corollary 3.13. For any A P Tab, there exists a supermodule M P O such
that H0pMq – LpAq.
Proof. Since LpAq only depends on the row equivalence class of A, we may
assume that atyppAq “ defpAq. Then apply Theorem 3.11 to the p-supermodule
obtained by inflating V pAq through p h and use Theorem 3.3. 
3.6. Whittaker coinvariants of MpAq. We regard the following theorem as
one of the central results of this article.
Theorem 3.14. For any A P Tab, we have that H0pMpAqq –MpAq.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Corollary 3.15. For any A P Tab, we have that rMpAqs “ rKpAqs in the
Grothendieck group K0pW -smodfdq.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1 and 3.6 we have that rH0pMpAqqs “ rH0pM 1pAqqs. Now
apply Theorem 3.14 and Corollary 3.12. 
Corollary 3.16. Suppose A P Tab is chosen so that defpAq “ atyppAq. Then
rMpAqs “
ÿ
BßA
rLpBqs.
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Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.15, Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.3. 
3.7. Whittaker coinvariants of LpAq. Next we describe the effect of H0 on
the irreducible objects of O.
Theorem 3.17. Let A P Tab. Then
H0pLpAqq –
#
LpAq if A is anti-dominant,
0 otherwise.
Proof. We first show that H0pLpAqq “ 0 if A is not anti-dominant. Let p1 be
the parabolic subalgebra of g spanned by tei,jurowpiqďrowpjq, i.e. p1 “ g0¯` b. Let
MevpAq :“ Upg0¯q bUpb0¯q CλA be the Verma module for g0¯ of b0¯-highest weight
λA. We view it also as a p
1-supermodule concentrated in parity parpλAq via the
natural projection p1  g0¯. Then we have obviously that
MpAq – Upgq bUpp1qMevpAq.
Assume that A is not anti-dominant, and let B be the unique anti-dominant
tableau such that A „ B « A. By classical theory, the Verma module MevpBq
embeds into MevpAq. Hence, applying UpgqbUpp1q´, we see that MpBq embeds
into MpAq too. Now apply the exact functor H0 to the resulting short exact
sequence 0 Ñ MpBq Ñ MpAq Ñ C Ñ 0 using Theorem 3.14, to obtain an
exact sequence 0 Ñ MpBq Ñ MpAq Ñ H0pCq Ñ 0. But MpBq – MpAq as
B „ A, hence, we must have that H0pCq “ 0. Since C  LpAq, this implies
that H0pLpAqq “ 0.
We next show for anti-dominant A that
rH0pLpAqqs “ rLpAqs ` (a sum of rLpBqs for B P Tab with apBq ă apAq).
(3.24)
To see this, note since LpAq is a quotient of MpAq that H0pLpAqq is a quotient
of H0pMpAqq – MpAq. Applying Corollary 3.16, we deduce either that (3.24)
holds or that H0pLpAqq “ 0. Also by Lemma 2.6 we know (as A is anti-
dominant) that
rMpAqs “ rLpAqs ` (a sum of rLpBqs for B P Tab with apBq ă apAq).
Applying H0 and using (3.24) whenever H0pLpBqq ‰ 0, we deduce that
rMpAqqs “ rH0pLpAqqs ` (a sum of rLpBqs for B P Tab with apBq ă apAq).
Since this definitely involves rLpAqs, we must have that H0pLpAqq ‰ 0, and we
have established (3.24).
Now we claim for any A P Tab that there exists some anti-dominant B „ A
such that H0pLpBqq – LpAq. To see this, we know by Corollary 3.13 that
there exists some M P O with H0pMq – LpAq. Say we have that rM s “
rLpB1qs ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rLpBkqs in the Grothendieck group for some B1, . . . ,Bk P Tab.
In view of (3.24), only one of B1, . . . ,Bk can be anti-dominant, and this Bi must
satisfy H0pLpBiqq – LpBiq – LpAq. This proves the claim.
We have now shown in any row equivalence class of pi-tableaux that there
exists at least one anti-dominant A with H0pLpAqq – LpAq. Suppose that B is
a different anti-dominant tableau in the same row equivalence class as A. We
need to show that H0pLpBqq – LpBq too. To prove this we may assume that
B “ σpAq for some simple transposition σ P SmˆSn. Let ξ be the linkage class
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containing A, so that σpξq is the linkage class containing B. By Lemma 2.9, there
is an equivalence Tσ : Oξ Ñ Oσpξq such that TσpLpAqq – LpBq and TσpMpCqq –
MpσpCqq for each C « A. The Z-linear maps rH0s : K0pOξq Ñ K0pOq and
rH0 ˝ Tσs : K0pOξq Ñ K0pOq are equal; this follows because they are equal on
rMpCqs for each C « A as MpCq –MpσpCqq. Hence, we get that
rH0sprLpBqsq “ rH0 ˝ TσsprLpAqsq “ rH0sprLpAqsq “ rLpAqs “ rLpBqs.
This implies that H0pLpBqq – LpBq as required. 
Corollary 3.18. The full subcategory of O consisting of all objects annihi-
lated by H0 consists of all the supermodules in O of strictly less than maximal
Gelfand–Kirillov dimension.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.17 on recalling that A is anti-dominant if
and only if LpAq is of maximal Gelfand–Kirillov dimension. 
3.8. The center of W . In this subsection we determine the center of W . The
argument here is similar in spirit to the proof of an analogous result in the
purely even setting from [BK1, §6.4]; it depends crucially on Corollary 3.15.
Let pr : Upgq  Uppq be the projection along the direct sum decomposition
Upgq “ Uppq ‘ mχUpgq. It is easy to see from (3.2) that the restriction of pr
defines an algebra homomorphism
pr : Zpgq Ñ ZpW q. (3.25)
The goal is to show that this map is actually an isomorphism.
Consider the Harish-Chandra homomorphism HC : Zpgq „Ñ Iptq from Theo-
rem 2.2. Recalling Theorem 2.3, we adopt the definition of HC that is adapted
to the Borel subalgebra b1, i.e. we view HC as the restriction of the map
S´ρ1 ˝ φ1 : Upgq0 Ñ Sptq, (3.26)
where φ1 : Upgq0 Ñ Sptq is projection along Upgq0 “ Sptq ‘ pUpgq0 X Upgqn1q
and n1 is the nilradical of b1. The restriction of (3.26) to Zphq also gives a con-
veniently normalized Harish-Chandra homomorphism for the Lie superalgebra
h, that is, an isomorphism hc : Zphq „Ñ Jptq where
Jptq :“
#
f P Sptq
ˇˇˇˇ Bf
Bxi ` BfByj ” 0 pmod xi ´ yjq
for 1 ď i ď m and j “ i` s´
+
. (3.27)
Also let pi : Uppq Uphq be the usual projection, so that kerpi “ Uppqr where
r is the nilradical of p. We have now set up all of the notation to make sense of
the following diagram:
Upgq0 Sptq
Uppq0 Uphq0

pr
//
S´ρ1˝φ1
// //
pi
OO
S´ρ1˝φ1 (3.28)
Moreover, this diagram commutes. The final important point is that the re-
striction of pi to W is injective; this is equivalent to the injectivity of the Miura
transform in [BBG, Theorem 4.5].
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Lemma 3.19. The images of d
prq
1 and d˜
prq
2 under the map S´ρ1 ˝φ1 ˝pi are equal
to erpx1, . . . , xmq and p´1qrhrpy1, . . . , ynq, respectively.
Proof. This depends on the explicit formulae for these elements of W from
[BBG, Section 4]. For example, for d˜
prq
2 remembering the typo pointed out in
the footnote on p. 11, we have that
pipd˜prq2 q “ Sρ1
´ÿ
p´1qr`|i1|`¨¨¨`|ir|ei1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eir,jr
¯
,
summing over all 1 ď i1, . . . , ir, j1, . . . , jr ď m` n such that
‚ rowpi1q “ rowpjrq “ 2;
‚ colpisq “ colpjsq for each s;
‚ rowpis`1q “ rowpjsq and colpis`1q ď colpjsq for s “ 1, . . . , r ´ 1.
To apply φ1 to this, note for one of the monomials ei1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eir,jr that φ1 gives
zero if rowpirq “ 1, hence, we may assume that ir “ jr; then we get zero if
rowpir´1q “ 1, hence, ir´1 “ jr´1; and so on. We deduce S´ρ1pφ1ppipd˜prq2 qqq “p´1qrhrpy1, . . . , ynq as claimed. 
Lemma 3.20. We have that pipZpW qq Ď Zphq.
Proof. We must show for z P ZpW q and u P Uphq that rpipzq, us “ 0. If
A P Tab is any typical tableau, i.e. atyppAq “ 0, then KpAq is an irreducible
h-supermodule which remains irreducible (with one-dimensional endomorphism
algebra) on restriction to W , as follows from Corollaries 3.15 and 3.16. Hence,
pipzq acts as a scalar on KpAq, implying that rpipzq, us P AnnUphqKpAq. It
remains to observe that č
APTab
atyppAq“0
AnnUphqKpAq “ 0.
This follows because tA P Tab | atyppAq “ 0u is Zariski dense in Tab (identified
with Am`n in the obvious way). Now we can apply the standard fact that the
annihilator of any dense set of Verma supermodules is zero, see for example the
proof of [M, Lemma 13.1.4]3. 
Theorem 3.21. The homomorphism pr : Zpgq Ñ ZpW q from (3.25) is an
algebra isomorphism. Moreover, we have that prpzrq “ c˜prq, where zr P Zpgq
and c˜prq P ZpW q are defined by (2.8) and (3.5), respectively.
Proof. We observe to start with that ZpW q Ď Uphq0 ‘Uppqr. To see this, note
that Uppq “ Uphq ‘ Uppqr. Hence, we can write z P ZpW q as z0 ` z1 with
z0 P Uphq and z1 P Uppqr. Applying pi and using Lemma 3.20, we get that
z0 “ pipzq P Zphq Ď Uphq0, as required. Hence, it makes sense to restrict all
the maps in the commutative diagram (3.28) to obtain another commutative
3It is easy to supply a direct proof of this statement in the present situation since h is a
direct sum of copies of gl1pCq and gl1|1pCq.
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diagram
Zpgq Sptq
ZpW q Zphq

pr
  //HC
  //
pi
?
OO
hc (3.29)
Since HC is injective, so too is the map pr. Since c˜prq “ řs`t“r dpsq1 d˜ptq2 , we get
from Lemma 3.19 and Theorem 2.4 that
hcppipc˜prqqq “ erpx1, . . . , xm{y1, . . . , ynq “ HCpzrq.
Hence, prpzrq “ c˜prq.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that pr is surjective.
As hc ˝pi is injective and HCpZpgqq “ Iptq, this follows if we can show that
hcppipZpW qqq Ď Iptq. Since MpAq “ MpBq for A „ B, Corollary 3.15 implies
that the generalized central character of the W -supermodule KpAq depends
only on the row equivalence class of A. Hence, for z P ZpW q we deduce that
pipzq acts by the same scalar on the h-supermodules KpAq for all A in the same
row equivalence class. In other words, hcppipZpW qqq Ď SptqSmˆSn . We also have
that hcppipZpW qqq Ď hcpZphqq “ Jptq. It remains to observe by the definitions
(2.5) and (3.27) that Iptq “ SptqSmˆSn X Jptq. 
Corollary 3.22. The center ZpW q is generated by the elements tc˜prqurě1;
equivalently, it is generated by the elements tcprqurě1.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.21 and 2.4. 
4. The quotient category OZ
For the remainder of the article, we restrict attention to integral central
characters, denoting the corresponding subcategory of O by OZ. We introduce
an Abelian subcategory OZ of W -smodfd such that the Whittaker coinvariants
functor restricts to a quotient functor
H0 : OZ Ñ OZ.
We show that this functor satisfies the double centralizer property, i.e. it is fully
faithful on projectives. Then we discuss the locally unital (“idempotented”)
algebras that are Morita equivalent to the blocks of OZ, and give some appli-
cations to the classification of blocks of OZ.
4.1. Categorical actions. Let TabZ be the subset of Tab consisting of the
tableaux all of whose entries are integers. Let OZ be the Serre subcategory of
O generated by the g-supermodules tLpAquAPTabZ . It is a sum of blocks of O:
OZ “
à
ξPTabZ {«
Oξ. (4.1)
In particular, OZ is itself a highest weight category with weight poset pTabZ,ĺq.
Adopting some standard Lie theoretic notation, let sl8 be the Kac-Moody al-
gebra of type A8 (over C), with Chevalley generators tEi, FiuiPZ, weight lattice
P :“ÀiPZ Zεi, simple roots αi “ εi´ εi`1, etc.. We denote its natural module
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by V ` and the dual by V ´. These have standard bases tv`j ujPZ and tv´j ujPZ,
respectively. The vector v˘j is of weight ˘εj , and the Chevalley generators act
by
Fiv
`
j “
"
v`j`1 if j “ i
0 otherwise,
Eiv
`
j “
"
v`j´1 if j “ i` 1
0 otherwise,
(4.2)
Fiv
´
j “
"
v´j´1 if j “ i` 1
0 otherwise,
Eiv
´
j “
"
v´j`1 if j “ i
0 otherwise.
(4.3)
As goes back to [B1] (or [CR, §7.4] in the purely even case), there is a categorical
action of sl8 on O in the sense of Rouquier [R1, Definition 5.32]; see also [BLW,
Definition 2.6] for our precise conventions. We just give a brief summary of the
construction, referring to the proof of [BLW, Theorem 3.10] for details.
‚ The required biadjoint endofunctors F and E are the functors
F :“ U b´, E :“ U_ b´, (4.4)
where U is the natural g-supermodule of column vectors and U_ is its
dual.
‚ The natural transformations x : F ñ F and s : F 2 ñ F 2 are defined so
that xM : U bM Ñ U bM is left multiplication by the Casimir tensor
Ω :“
m`nÿ
i,j“1
p´1q|j|ei,j b ej,i P gb g, (4.5)
and sM : U b U b M Ñ U b U b M is induced by the tensor flip
U b U Ñ U b U, ub v ÞÑ p´1q|u||v|v b u.
‚ Let Fi be the summand of F defined by taking the generalized i-
eigenspace of x, and Ei be the unique summand of E that is biadjoint
to it. Let O∆Z be the exact subcategory of OZ consisting of all su-
permodules admitting a Verma flag, and K0pO∆Z qC be its complexified
Grothendieck group. Let Tm|n :“ pV `qbm b pV ´qbn, and set
vA :“ va`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ va`m b v´b1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ v´bn P Tm|n (4.6)
for each A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P TabZ. Then, there is a vector space isomorphism
K0pO∆Z qC „Ñ Tm|n, rMpAqs ÞÑ vA. (4.7)
Moreover, this map intertwines the operators induced by the endofunc-
tors Fi and Ei on the left hand space with the actions of the Chevalley
generators of sl8 on the right.
‚ Under the isomorphism from (4.7), the Grothendieck groups K0pO∆ξ qC
of the blocks correspond to the weight spaces of Tm|n.
In fact, OZ is a tensor product categorification of Tm|n in the general sense of
[BLW, Definition 2.10].
In the rest of the subsection, we are going to formulate an analogous categori-
fication theorem at the level of W . Observe that a pi-tableau A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P TabZ
is anti-dominant if and only if a1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď am and b1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bn. Let TabZ˝ de-
note the set of all such tableaux. It gives a distinguished set of representatives
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for TabZ {„. For a linkage class ξ P TabZ {«, we let ξ˝ denote the set ξXTabZ˝
of anti-dominant tableaux that it contains.
Recall for A P TabZ that P pAq is the projective cover of LpAq in OZ. Let
P pAq :“ H0pP pAqq. (4.8)
Then we define OZ to be the full subcategory of W -smodfd consisting of all
W -supermodules that are isomorphic to subquotients of finite direct sums of
the supermodules tP pAquAPTabZ˝ . This is obviously an Abelian subcategory of
W -smodfd. Similarly, given a linkage class ξ P TabZ {«, we let Oξ be the full
subcategory consisting of subquotients of finite direct sums of the supermodules
tP pAquAPξ˝ .
Lemma 4.1. The Whittaker coinvariants functor restricts to an exact functor
H0 : OZ Ñ OZ sending each block Oξ to Oξ. Each Oξ is itself a block (i.e. it is
indecomposable), and OZ decomposes as
OZ “
à
ξPTabZ {«
Oξ.
Moreover, the supermodules tLpAquAPξ˝ give a complete set of inequivalent ir-
reducible objects in each Oξ.
Proof. We first show that the essential image of H0 is contained in OZ. Any
object M P OZ is a quotient of a direct sum of the projective objects P pAq
for A P TabZ. Since H0 is exact, we deduce that H0pMq is a quotient of a
direct sum of the objects P pAq for A P TabZ. Since, by definition, OZ is closed
under taking quotients and direct sums, we are thus reduced to showing that
each P pAq for A P TabZ belongs to OZ. This is immediate by the definition
of OZ if A is anti-dominant. So suppose that A is not anti-dominant. Then
P pAq has a Verma flag, and the socle of any Verma is anti-dominant, hence, the
injective hull of P pAq is a direct sum of P pBq for B P TabZ˝; see [BLW, Theorem
2.24]. Applying H0 we deduce that P pAq embeds into a direct sum of P pBq for
B P TabZ˝. Since OZ is closed under taking submodules, this implies that P pAq
belongs to OZ.
Thus, H0 restricts to a well-defined exact functor OZ Ñ OZ. The same
argument at the level of blocks shows that H0 maps Oξ to Oξ, and clearly OZ
decomposes as the direct sum of the Oξ’s. The irreducible objects in Oξ are
just the irreducible objects of W -smod that it contains, so they are represented
by tLpAq | A P ξ˝u thanks to Theorem 3.17.
It remains to show that each Oξ is indecomposable. Corollary 3.16 implies
for any tableaux A,B with B ß A that the irreducible supermodules LpAq and
LpBq are both composition factors of the indecomposable object MpAq. Hence,
LpAq and LpBq belong to the same block of O. Now observe that the equivalence
relation « on TabZ is generated by the relations „ and ß. 
Remark 4.2. By Lemma 3.8 and the definition of OZ, the elements dp1q1 and
d
p1q
2 act semisimply on any object M P OZ. Lemma 3.8 shows moreover that
the z-eigenspace of d
p1q
2 is concentrated in parity parpzq, i.e. the Z{2-grading is
determined by the eigenspace decomposition of d
p1q
2 . This is a similar situation
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to category O itself, where the Z{2-grading was determined by the weight space
decomposition.
Next we introduce endofunctors F and E of OZ. Consider the biadjoint
endofunctors F :“ U f ´ and E :“ U_ f ´ of W -smodfd from §3.4 (where
U is still the natural g-supermodule). By Theorem 3.10, we have canonical
isomorphisms of functors
F ˝H0 „ñ H0 ˝ F, E ˝H0 „ñ H0 ˝ E, (4.9)
going fromO toW -smodfd. It follows immediately that F pP pAqq – H0pFP pAqq,
hence, it is in the subcategory OZ. Since F is exact, it follows that F leaves
the subcategory OZ of W -smodfd invariant. Similarly, so does E. Hence, we
can restrict these endofunctors to obtain a biadjoint pair of endofunctors
F : OZ Ñ OZ, E : OZ Ñ OZ. (4.10)
Theorem 4.3. There are natural transformations x¯ : F ñ F and s¯ : F 2 ñ F 2
making OZ into an integrable sl8-categorification. Moreover, the Whittaker
coinvariants functor H0 : OZ Ñ OZ is strongly equivariant in the usual sense
of categorical actions (e.g. see [BLW, Definition 2.7]).
Proof. First, we go through the construction of x¯. For a left Upgq-supermodule
M , we already have xM : U b M Ñ U b M defined by left multiplication
by the tensor Ω from (4.5). Under the isomorphism (3.18), the dual map
pxM q˚ : pUbMq˚ Ñ pUbMq˚ is the map xM˚ : M˚bU˚ ÑM˚bU˚ defined by
right multiplication by Ω. Now suppose that M P W -smodfd. Applying H0 to
xM˚bWQ gives us an endomorphism x¯M˚ of M˚fU˚ “ H0ppM˚bW QqbU˚q.
Finally, taking the left dual gives us an endomorphism x¯M :“ ˚px¯M˚q of UfM .
The definition of s¯ can be obtained in a very similar way, but it is easier
to define this using the coherence isomorphism U f pU fMq – pU b Uq fM
coming from the monoidal functor (3.21), starting from the endomorphism of
pU bUq fM obtained by applying ´f idM to the tensor flip U bU ÞÑ U bU .
The fact that x¯ and s¯ satisfy the appropriate degenerate affine Hecke algebra
relations is just a formal consequence of the fact that x and s do on Upgq-smod.
Also, we’ve already constructed F and E so that they are canonically biadjoint.
Next we show that H0 is a strongly equivariant functor. We have already
constructed the required data of an isomorphism ζ : F ˝H0 „ñ H0 ˝ F on the
left hand side of (4.9). We next have to check that x and s are intertwined
with x¯ and s¯ in the appropriate sense (we need the F -version of [CR, 5.2.1(5)]
as recorded in [BLW, Definition 2.7(E2)–(E3)]). This is a formal exercise from
the definitions (which were set up exactly for this purpose). Finally, we must
check the F -version of [CR, 5.1.2(4)] (which is [BLW, Definition 2.7(E1)]). This
asserts that a certain natural transformations H0 ˝ E ñ E ˝ H0 constructed
from ζ using the adjunction is an isomorphism. In fact, one shows that it is the
inverse of the right hand side of (4.9). We omit the details here.
Then we decompose F into its x¯-generalized eigenspaces F i as before, and let
Ei be the adjoint summands of E. Finally, we need to show that the induced
actions of rF is and rEis make K0pOZqC into an integrable representation of sl8.
This follows from the equivariance of H0: we already know that K0pOZqC is
integrable upstairs, and the sl8-equivariant map rH0s : K0pOZqC Ñ K0pOZqC is
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surjective according to Theorem 3.17 and the description of irreducible objects
in Lemma 4.1. 
The Grothendieck group K0pOZqC may be understood from the point of view
of this categorification theorem as follows.
Lemma 4.4. Let Sm|n :“ SmV `bSnV ´ (tensor product of symmetric powers).
Then, there is a unique injective linear map j making the following into a
commutative diagram of sl8-module homomorphisms:
Tm|n Sm|n
K0pOZqC K0pOZqC
 _

i
// //can
 _

j
// //
rH0s
Here, the top map is the canonical map from tensor powers to symmetric pow-
ers, and i is the composition of the inverse of (4.7) with the natural inclusion
K0pO∆Z qC ãÑ K0pOZqC.
Proof. To see this, one just has to observe that H0pMpAqq – H0pMpBqq for all
A „ B thanks to Theorem 3.14. Moreover, the classes of the Verma supermod-
ules trMpAqsuAPTab˝ are linearly independent in K0pOZqC by the classification
of irreducible objects. 
4.2. Serre quotients and the double centralizer property. Throughout
the subsection, we often appeal to Theorem 3.17 and the exactness of H0 from
Lemma 3.6. Although it is immediate from the definition that OZ is an Abelian
category, we do not yet know that it has enough projectives or injectives. We
proceed to establish this, essentially mimicking the proof of [BK2, Lemma 5.7].
Lemma 4.5. For each A P TabZ˝, the supermodule P pAq is both the projective
cover and the injective hull of LpAq in OZ.
Proof. We need the following fact established in [BLW, Theorem 2.24]: for any
A P TabZ˝, the prinjective supermodule P pAq is a direct summand of F dP pBq
for some d ě 0 and some B P TabZ˝ of the special form B “ a¨¨¨ab¨¨¨b with a ‰ b.
Define dpAq to be the smallest d such that this is the case.
We’ll prove the lemma by induction on dpAq. For the base case dpAq “
0, we have that A is the only pi-tableau in its linkage class, so that P pAq “
LpAq. Hence, P pAq “ H0pP pAqq “ H0pLpAqq “ LpAq. We deduce immediately
from its definition that Oξ is simple (i.e. equivalent to the category of finite-
dimensional vector spaces). Now the conclusion is trivial in this case.
For the induction step, take A P TabZ˝ with dpAq ą 0. The functors F and
F both have biadjoints, hence, they send prinjectives to prinjectives. Using
Lemma 2.8 and the definition of dpAq, we can find some C P TabZ˝ with dpCq “
dpAq ´ 1 such that P pAq is a summand of FP pCq. By induction, P pCq is both
the projective cover and the injective hull of LpCq. So we have that
FP pCq – à
BPTabZ˝
P pBq‘mB , F P pCq – à
BPTabZ˝
P pBq‘mB ,
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for some multiplicities mB with mA ą 0, and deduce that P pAq is prinjective in
OZ.
Let B P TabZ˝. Since LpBq appears in the head of P pBq, we see that LpBq ap-
pears in the head of P pBq. So for D P TabZ˝, we have dim HomW pP pBq, LpDqq ě
δB,D and
dim HomW pF P pCq, LpDqq ě
ÿ
BPTabZ˝
mBδB,D “ mD.
Moreover, the equality holds here if and only if dim HomW pP pBq, LpDqq “ δB,D
for all B with mB ą 0. This is indeed the case thanks to the following calcula-
tion:
dim HomW pF P pCq, LpDqq “ dim HomW pP pCq, E LpDqq
“ rE LpDq : LpCqs
“ rELpDq : LpCqs
“ dim HomgpP pCq, ELpDqq
“ dim HomgpFP pCq, LpDqq “ mD.
The previous paragraph establishes that dim HomW pP pAq, LpBqq “ δA,B for
all B, so P pAq has irreducible head LpAq. Thus we have shown that P pAq is the
projective cover of LpAq in OZ, as required. A similar calculation shows that
dim HomW pLpBq, P pAqq “ δA,B, and P pAq is the injective hull of LpAq too. 
Lemma 4.6. For any A P Tab˝ and M P OZ, the functor H0 induces an
isomorphism
HomgpP pAq,Mq „Ñ HomW pP pAq, H0pMqq.
Proof. We are trying to show that the natural transformation HomgpP pAq,´q ñ
HomW pP pAq, H0p´qq induced by the functor H0 is an isomorphism. Since H0
is exact, it suffices to check this gives an isomorphism as in the statement for
M an irreducible supermodule in OZ. If M “ LpBq for B P TabZ, then both
sides are zero unless B “ A, thanks to Theorem 3.17 and Lemma 4.5. If B “ A
then, by Lemma 4.5, both sides are one-dimensional. The left hand side is
spanned by an epimorphism P pAq LpAq, so remains non-zero when we apply
H0. Hence, H0 does indeed give an isomorphism. 
Lemma 4.7. The functor H0 is essentially surjective.
Proof. Let M P OZ. Applying Lemma 4.5, we can construct a two-step projec-
tive resolution
P 1
fÑ P 0 ÑM Ñ 0
in OZ. This means that M – coker f for projectives P 1, P 0 P OZ and f P
HomW pP 1, P 0q. Let P1, P0 P OZ be prinjectives such that H0pP1q – P 1 and
H0pP0q – P 0. By Lemma 4.6, the functor H0 defines an isomorphism
HomgpP1, P0q „Ñ HomW pP 1, P 0q.
Hence, there exists f P HomgpP1, P0q so that H0pfq identifies with f . Then,
using exactness, we get that H0pcoker fq – coker f –M . 
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Theorem 4.8. The functor H0 : OZ Ñ OZ satisfies the universal property of
the Serre quotient of OZ by the Serre subcategory TZ consisting of all supermod-
ules of less than maximal Gelfand-Kirillov dimension.
Proof. Recalling Lemma 2.8, TZ is generated by tLpAquAPTabZ zTabZ˝ . By Theo-
rem 3.17, the exact functor H0 annihilates all of these objects. Hence, by the
universal property of the Serre quotient functor Q : OZ Ñ OZ{TZ, we get an
induced functor G : OZ{TZ Ñ OZ such that H0 “ G ˝Q. By Lemma 4.7, G is
essentially surjective. It just remains to show that it is fully faithful, i.e. for all
M,N P OZ we have that G : HomOZ{TZpQM,QNq „Ñ HomW pH0pMq, H0pNqq.
This is clear from Lemma 4.6 in case M is prinjective, since Q satisfies an anal-
ogous property by the general theory of quotient functors. Take any M 1 :“ QM
and N 1 :“ QN and a two-step projective resolution P 11 Ñ P 10 Ñ M 1 Ñ 0 in
OZ{TZ. We get a commuting diagram
0 Ñ HomOZ{TZpM 1, N 1q HomOZ{TZpP 10, N 1q HomOZ{TZpP 11, N 1q
0 Ñ HomW pGM 1, GN 1q HomW pGP 10, GN 1q HomW pGP 11, GN 1q
//

G
//

G

G
// //
with exact rows. We’ve already established that the last two vertical maps are
isomorphisms, hence, so is the first one. 
Corollary 4.9. The functor H0 : OZ Ñ OZ is fully faithful on projectives.
Proof. Given the above theorem, this follows from [BLW, Theorem 4.10]. 
We stress that, although OZ is a quotient of a highest weight category, it is
not highest weight itself (except in the trivial case m` n “ 1).
4.3. Parametrization of blocks by core and atypicality. At this point, it
is convenient to switch from using anti-dominant pi-tableaux as our preferred
index set for the irreducible objects of OZ to some equivalent but more sugges-
tive formalism. By a composition λ ( n, we mean an infinite tuple λ “ pλiqiPZ
of non-negative integers whose sum is n. The sum of two compositions is
obtained simply by adding their corresponding parts. The strictification λ`
of λ is the strict composition pλ`1 , . . . , λ`` q of n obtained from λ by discard-
ing all of its parts that equal zero. The transpose λT of λ is the partition
pλT1 , λT2 , . . . q of n defined from λTi :“ #tj P Z | 0 ă λj ď iu. For example, if
λ “ p. . . , 0, 2, 4, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . . q then λ` “ p2, 4, 1q and λT “ p3, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . . q.
Also, we say that two compositions µ, ν ( n are equal up to translation and
duality if there exists s P Z such that either µi “ νs`i for all i P Z or µi “ νs´i
for all i P Z.
Compositions λ ( n may be identified with special elements of the weight
lattice P of sl8 via the dictionary λ ( n Ø řiPZ λiεi P P . For example,
tεi is the composition whose ith part is equal to t, with all other parts being
zero. Then the usual dominance order ă on P determined by the simple roots
αi “ εi´ εi`1 corresponds to the partial order on compositions given by λ ă µ
if
ř
jďi λj ă
ř
jďi µj for all i. If λ ( n then λ ` αi P P is a well-defined
composition of n if and only if λi`1 ą 0, in which case it is the composition
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with λi` 1 as its ith part, λi`1´ 1 as its pi` 1qth part, and all other parts the
same as λ.
The point of this is that the set
Ξpm|nq :“
"
pµ, ν; tq
ˇˇˇˇ
0 ď t ď m,µ ( m´ t, ν ( n´ t
such that µiνi “ 0 for all i P Z
*
(4.11)
is in bijection with the set of linkage classes ξ P TabZ { «. To understand
how this goes, given pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and λ ( t, we define Apµ, ν;λq to be
the unique anti-dominant tableau that has λi ` µi entries equal to i in its
top row, and λi ` νi entries equal to i in its bottom row. For example, if
m “ 3, n “ 3, t “ 1 and µ ( 2, ν ( 2 and λ ( 1 are the compositions with
µ5 “ 2, ν3 “ ν4 “ 1 and λj “ 1 for some j P Z, then
Apµ, ν;λq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
5 5 j
j 4 3 if j ě 5,
4 5 5
4 4 3 if j “ 4,
j 5 5
4 3 j if j ď 3.
(4.12)
In general, the set tApµ, ν;λquλ(t is equal to ξ˝ for a unique ξ P TabZ { « of
atypicality t, and all linkage classes arise in this way.
Henceforth, we identify elements pµ, ν; tq of Ξpm|nq with linkage classes ξ P
TabZ { « via the bijection described in the previous paragraph, denoting the
block decompositions of OZ and OZ instead by
OZ “
à
ξPΞpm|nq
Oξ, OZ “
à
ξPΞpm|nq
Oξ,
respectively. Thus, blocks are parameterized by an atypicality t and a core
pµ, νq. As usual, the indecomposable projective, standard and irreducible ob-
jects of Oξ are represented by the supermodules P pAq,MpAq and LpAq for A P ξ.
For ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and λ ( t, we will usually write P ξpλq,M ξpλq and
Lξpλq in place of P pAq, MpAq and LpAq for A :“ Apµ, ν;λq. In this way, these
families of objects in Oξ are now parameterized by compositions λ ( t rather
than by anti-dominant tableaux. For example, the block ξ associated to the
anti-dominant tableau A “ 1 1 3 34 2 1 1 has atypicality 2 and core pµ, νq where µ, ν ( 2
have µ3 “ 2 and ν2 “ ν4 “ 1. Moreover, LpAq “ Lξpλq where λ ( 2 has λ1 “ 2.
4.4. Formal characters. Let tχiuiPZ be indeterminates. Set χαi :“ χiχ´1i`1
and χη :“ śiPZ χηii for η ( m. Let erpηq be the rth elementary symmetric
function erpa1, . . . , amq where a1, . . . , am are chosen so that ηi of them are equal
to i for each i P Z. Then, for any finite-dimensional W -module M , we define
its η-weight space
Mη :“
 
v PM ˇˇ pdprq1 ´ erpηqqNv “ 0 for N " 0(. (4.13)
The formal character of M is
chM :“
ÿ
η(m
pdimMηqχη P Zrχi | i P Zs. (4.14)
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Theorem 4.10. For ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and λ ( t, we have that
chM ξpλq “ χλ`µ
ź
iPZ
p1` χαiqλi`1`µi`1 , (4.15)
chLξpλq “ χλ`µ
ź
iPZ
p1` χαiqµi`1 . (4.16)
Moreover, for any M P Oξ, we have that M “Àη(mMη.
Proof. We first prove (4.15). Let A :“ Apµ, ν;λq and a1, . . . , am be the entries
along the top row of A. By Corollary 3.15, we have that chM ξpλq “ chKpAq,
and will compute the latter. The advantage of this is that KpAq is the restriction
of the h-supermodule KpAq. Recalling (3.8), KpAq possesses a basis of t-weight
vectors tvθuθ“pθ1,...,θmqPt0,1um such that Sρ1pxiqvθ “ pai ´ θiqvθ for each i “
1, . . . ,m (where xi “ ei,i as in §2.4). Hence,
Sρ1perpx1, . . . , xmqqvθ “ erpa1 ´ θ1, . . . , am ´ θmqvθ.
For two tuples θ, θ1 P t0, 1um, we write θ1 ąlex θ if θ1j ą θj , θ1j`1 “ θj`1, . . . , θ1m “
θm for some 1 ď j ď m. Then we observe that
d
prq
1 vθ “ erpa1´θ1, . . . , am´θmqvθ`pa linear combination of vθ1 ’s for θ1 ąlex θq.
This follows from the explicit formula for pipdprq1 q recorded in the proof of [BBG,
Lemma 8.3]; see also Lemma 3.19. Hence, we see that vθ contributes the mono-
mial χa1´θ1 ¨ ¨ ¨χam´θm to the formal character of KpAq. We have now shown
that
chM ξpλq “ χa1 ¨ ¨ ¨χam
ÿ
θPt0,1um
„ ź
1ďiďm
θi“1
χαai´1

,
which simplifies to give (4.15) since χa1 ¨ ¨ ¨χam “ χλ`µ.
The proof of (4.16) is very similar, using instead that chLξpλq “ chV pBq
according to Theorem 3.3, where B „ Apµ, ν;λq is chosen so that the entries
along its top row are b1, . . . , bm´t, c1, . . . , ct and the entry immediately below
each of the ci’s is another ci. Then V pBq possesses a basis of t-weight vectors
tvθuθ“pθ1,...,θm´tqPt0,1um´t such that Sρ1pxiqvθ “ pbi ´ θiqvθ for i “ 1, . . . ,m ´ t
and Sρ1pxiqvθ “ civθ for i “ m´ t` 1, . . . ,m. So the same argument as in the
previous paragraph gives that
chLξpλq “ χb1 ¨ ¨ ¨χbm´tχc1 ¨ ¨ ¨χct
ÿ
θPt0,1um´t
„ ź
1ďiďm´t
θi“1
χαbi´1

,
which simplifies to give (4.16).
Finally, to get the last sentence, we just exhibited a basis showing that it is
true for M “ Lξpλq, which is enough to establish it in general. 
Corollary 4.11. The map K0pOξq Ñ Zrχi | i P Zs given by rM s ÞÑ chpMq is
injective.
Proof. By Theorem 4.10, chLξpλq is equal to χλ`µ plus a sum of terms of the
form χν for ν ą λ` µ. Hence, the formal characters of the irreducible objects
in Oξ are linearly independent, which implies the corollary. 
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The following lemma describes what the eprq’s and f prq’s do to weight spaces.
Lemma 4.12. For any finite-dimensional W -module M and η ( m, we have
that
f ps´`r1q ¨ ¨ ¨ f ps´`rkqMη Ď
à
θ(k
θiďηi`1
Mη`ři θiαi , (4.17)
eps``r1q ¨ ¨ ¨ eps``rkqMη Ď
à
θ(k
θiďηi
Mη´ři θiαi (4.18)
for all k ě 0 and r1, . . . , rk ą 0.
Proof. We will prove (4.17). Then (4.18) follows by twisting with the involution
ι : W
„Ñ W given by dprqi ÞÑ p´1qrdprqi , eps``rq ÞÑ p´1qrf ps´`rq, and f ps´`rq ÞÑ
p´1qreps``rq; note for this that ι˚pMηq “ ι˚pMqη1 where η1i “ η´i.
To establish (4.17), let W 01 (resp. W
5
1) be the subalgebra of W generated
by d
p1q
1 , . . . , d
pmq
1 (resp. by d
p1q
1 , . . . , d
pmq
1 , f
ps´`1q, . . . , f ps´`mq). For η ( m,
we define the weight spaces Mη of a finite-dimensional W
5
1-module M by the
same formula (4.13) as before. Let Cη be a one-dimensional W 01 -module with
basis 1η such that d
prq
1 1η “ erpηq1η for each r. Then form the induced module
Mpηq :“W 51 bW 01 Cη, setting mη :“ 1b 1η. We claim that
f ps´`r1q ¨ ¨ ¨ f ps´`rkqmη P
à
θ(k
θiďηi`1
Mpηqη`ři θiαi . (4.19)
To deduce (4.17) from this claim, it suffices to show for any v P Mη that is a
simultaneous eigenvector for all d
p1q
1 , . . . , d
pmq
1 that f
ps´`r1q ¨ ¨ ¨ f ps´`rkqv belongs
to the subspace on the right hand side of (4.17). This follows from (4.19) because
there is a unique W 51-module homomorphism ω : Mpηq ÑM such that mη ÞÑ v,
and ω
´
Mpηqη`ři θiαi
¯
ĎMη`ři θiαi .
Finally, to prove (4.19), we pick any block ξ “ p0, ν;mq P Ξpm|nq of maximal
atypicality. Applying the PBW theorem for W , we see that W 51-module Mpηq
may be identified with the restriction of the Verma supermodule M ξpηq, so
that mη is the highest weight vector in M ξpηq. As mη is a dp1q1 -eigenvector of
eigenvalue
ř
iPZ iηi, the relations imply that f ps´`r1q ¨ ¨ ¨ f ps´`rkqmη is a dp1q1 -
eigenvector of eigenvalue
ř
iPZ iηi ´ k. Hence, this vector lies in the sum of
the weight spaces M ξpηqη1 for η1 ( m with ři iη1i “ ři iηi ´ k. Finally, we
apply (4.15) to see that M ξpηqη1 is zero unless η1 “ η `ři θiαi for θ ( k with
θi ď ηi`1 for all i. 
4.5. Cartan matrix of Oξ. The next goal is to calculate the Cartan matrix
of the block Oξ. We will deduce this from the following lemma describing
the composition multiplicities in the Verma supermodules M ξpλq. This is a
reformulation of Corollary 3.16, but we will give an alternative proof here using
the formal characters computed in Theorem 4.10.
Lemma 4.13. For any λ, κ ( t, the Verma multiplicity rM ξpλq : Lξpκqs is
non-zero if and only if κ “ λ`ři θiαi for θ “ pθiqiPZ satisfying 0 ď θi ď λi`1
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for all i; equivalently, λ “ κ ´ři θiαi for θ with 0 ď θi ď κi for all i. When
this holds, we have that
rM ξpλq : Lξpκqs “
ź
iPZ
`λi`1
θi
˘
.
Proof. In view of Corollary 4.11, this follows from the following calculation:
chM ξpλq “ χλ`µ
ź
iPZ
p1` χαiqλi`1`µi`1
“
ˆ
χλ
ź
iPZ
p1` χαiqλi`1
˙ˆ
χµ
ź
iPZ
p1` χαiqµi`1
˙
“
ˆ ÿ
θ“pθiqiPZ
0ďθiďλi`1
χλ
ź
iPZ
`λi`1
θi
˘pχαiqθi˙ˆχµź
iPZ
p1` χαiqµi`1
˙
“
ÿ
θ“pθiqiPZ
0ďθiďλi`1
ˆź
iPZ
`λi`1
θi
˘˙
chLξ
´
λ`
ÿ
iPZ
θiαi
¯
.
Here we have used both of the formulae from Theorem 4.10. 
Theorem 4.14. For ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and any λ, κ ( t, the multiplicity
rP ξpλq :Lξpκqs is non-zero if and only if κ “ λ`řipλi`1´ρi`1qαi for ρ “ pρiqiPZ
satisfying 0 ď ρi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq for all i, in which case
rP ξpλq :Lξpκqs “ m!n!
ÿ
τ“pτiqiPZ
maxpλi`1,ρi`1qďτi`1ďλi`1`minpλi,ρiq
ź
iPZ
`λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´λi
˘`
λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´ρi
˘
pλi`1`τi´τi`1q!pλi`1`τi´τi`1`γiq! ,
where γ :“ µ` ν. Moreover, rP ξpλq :Lξpκqs “ rP ξpκq :Lξpλqs.
Proof. Let A :“ Apµ, ν;κq and C :“ Apµ, ν;λq. Since these are anti-dominant,
Theorem 3.17 and the exactness of H0 imply that the multiplicity we are trying
to compute is equal to rP pCq : LpAqs. This can be computed by the usual BGG
reciprocity formula in the highest weight category OZ:
rP pCq : LpAqs “
ÿ
BPξ
rMpBq : LpAqsrMpBq : LpCqs. (4.20)
In particular, this already establishes the symmetry property at the end of the
statement of the theorem.
For any B P ξ, Theorem 3.14 shows that H0pMpBqq is isomorphic to M ξpβq
for β ( t determined uniquely from Apµ, ν;βq „ B. Also, for a given β, the
number of different B satisfying B „ Apµ, ν;βq is
m!n!
Mź
i
pβi ` µiq!pβi ` νiq! “ m!n!
Mź
i
βi!pβi ` γiq!.
We deduce from (4.20) that
rP ξpλq : Lξpκqs “ m!n!
ÿ
β(t
´ź
i
1
βi!pβi ` γiq!
¯
rM ξpβq : LξpλqsrM ξpβq : Lξpκqs.
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By Lemma 4.13, rM ξpβq : LξpλqsrM ξpβq : Lξpκqs ‰ 0 only if β “ κ´ři θiαi “
λ ´ři φiαi for θ, φ satisfying 0 ď θi ď κi, 0 ď φi ď λi for all i. Equivalently,
replacing φi by τi`1 ´ λi`1 and θi by τi`1 ´ ρi`1, it is non-zero only if there
exist ρ “ pρiqiPZ and τ “ pτiqiPZ such that β “ λ ` řipλi`1 ´ τi`1qαi, κ “
λ`řipλi`1 ´ ρi`1qαi and 0 ď τi`1 ´ ρi`1 ď κi, 0 ď τi`1 ´ λi`1 ď λi for all i.
Moreover, when this holds, Lemma 4.13 gives that
rM ξpβq : LξpλqsrM ξpβq : Lξpκqs “
ź
i
`
βi
τi´λi
˘`
βi
τi´ρi
˘
.
In this situation, κi “ λi`1`ρi´ρi`1 and βi “ λi`τi´τi`1, so the inequalities
just recorded may be rewritten as maxpλi`1, ρi`1q ď τi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq,
and we deduce for κ “ λ´řipλi`1 ´ ρi`1qαi that
rP ξpλq : Lξpκqs “ m!n!
ÿ
τ“pτiqiPZ
maxpλi`1,ρi`1qďτi`1ďλi`1`minpλi,ρiq
ź
i
`λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´λi
˘`
λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´ρi
˘
pλi`1`τi´τi`1q!pλi`1`τi´τi`1`γiq! .
Finally, we observe that for this to be non-zero, at least one such τ must exist,
which exactly requires that 0 ď ρi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq for all i. 
Remark 4.15. The multiplicity in Theorem 4.14 depends on λ, κ and γ “ µ`ν,
but not directly on µ, ν.
The formula in Theorem 4.14 is undoubtedly rather cumbersome. Let us
give a small example right away. Let pµ, ν; tq be as in (4.12). Since t “ 1 the
Cartan matrix naturally has its rows and columns indexed by Z. For λ “ εj ,
there are only three possibilities for the composition ρ in Theorem 4.14, namely,
ρ “ 0, εj or εj ` εj`1. These correspond to composition factors Lξpκq of P ξpλq
with κ “ εj´1, κ “ εj and κ “ εj`1, respectively. Thus, the Cartan matrix is
a tri-diagonal matrix. Computing further from the formula in the theorem one
deduces that the Cartan matrix is»———————————–
. . .
36 18
18 27 9
9 18 9
9 15 6
6 24 18
18 36
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
,
where we have only displayed rows and columns indexed 1, . . . , 6; the tri-
diagonals are constant above and below these entries.
In the remainder of the subsection, we assume that t ą 0, and will deduce
several more palatable consequences of the theorem; these will be needed in
the proof of Theorem 4.35 below. For λ ( t, define hpλq to be the number of
compositions ρ “ pρiqiPZ satisfying the inequalities
0 ď ρi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq (4.21)
for all i P Z. For example, hpiq “ 3. Since ρi “ λi “ 0 for i ! 0, this should be
thought of as a recursive system of inequalities describing some polytope; we
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are counting its lattice points. Theorem 4.14 tells us that hpλq is the number
of κ ( t such that Lξpκq appears as a composition factor of P ξpλq.
If λj “ 0 for some j, then we have by the definition that
hpλq “ h`λďj˘h`λěj˘ , (4.22)
where λďj (resp. λěj) is the composition obtained from λ by setting all parts
in positions ą j (resp. ă j) to zero. Also it is clear that hpλq “ hpµq if µ is
obtained from λ by a translation. This reduces the problem of computing hpλq
to the case that λ is connected, i.e. it is of the form
hpλ1, . . . , λrq :“ hpp. . . , 0, λ1, . . . , λr, 0, . . . qq
for some r and λ1, . . . , λr ą 0.
Lemma 4.16. For any λ ( t, we have that hpλq ě `t`22 ˘, with equality if and
only if λ “ tεi for some i P Z.
Proof. It is easy to check that hptεiq “
`
t`2
2
˘
. Conversely, we must show that
hpλq ą `t`22 ˘ whenever it has at least two non-zero parts. If λ is not connected,
the proof is easily computed by induction on t, using the elementary inequality`
t1`2
2
˘`
t2`2
2
˘ ą `t`22 ˘ if t1, t2 ě 1 satisfy t1` t2 “ t. If λ is connected, let λk, λk`1
be its rightmost two non-zero parts, so λ “ p. . . , λk´1, λk, λk`1q. Then the
conclusion follows easily from the claim that
hp. . . , λk´1, λk, λk`1q ą hp. . . , λk´1, λk ` λk`1q.
This can be proved by showing for each choice of the entries of ρ up to ρk´1
that there are more ways of extending this to a sequence satisfying (4.21) for
λ “ p. . . , λk´1, λk, λk`1, . . . q than for λ1 “ p. . . , λk´1, λk ` λk`1, . . . q. 
Remark 4.17. We also expect for λ ( t that hpλq ď 3t, with equality if and only
if λ is generic in the sense that it consists of isolated 1’s. We won’t need this
observation here, but note that hpλq “ 3t for generic λ follows from hpεiq “ 3
and (4.22).
Lemma 4.18. The space HomOξpP ξptεjq, P ξptεiqq is non-zero if and only if
|i´ j| ď 1.
Proof. This is the multiplicity computed in Theorem 4.14 for λ “ tεi and
κ “ tεj . Since the Cartan matrix is symmetric, we may assume that i ă j.
From the equation λ ´ κ “ řipρi ´ λiqαi´1, we deduce that we must have
ρi “ ρi`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ρj “ t and all other parts zero. But this contradicts the
system of inequalities ρk`1 ď λk`1 `minpλk, ρkq unless we actually have that
j “ i` 1. 
Lemma 4.19. Let γ :“ µ` ν. For each i P Z we have that
dim EndOξpP ξptεiqq “
m!n!
t!
ś
j γj !
tÿ
r“0
ˆ
t
r
˙
γi!γi`1!
pγi ` t´ rq!pγi`1 ` rq! .
This is equal to m!n!pt!q2 śj γj !
`
2t
t
˘
whenever γi “ γi`1 “ 0.
Proof. The first formula is easily derived from Theorem 4.14; in the summation
over τ there, one just has τ ’s with τi “ t, τi`1 “ r for 0 ď r ď t, and all other
parts equal to zero. To deduce the second formula, use
řt
r“0
`
t
r
˘2 “ `2tt ˘. 
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4.6. An idempotented form for W . In general, the blocksOξ of the category
OZ have infinitely isomorphism classes of irreducible objects. In such situations,
it is often appropriate to consider locally unital rather than unital algebras.
Here, by a locally unital algebra, we mean an associative algebra A equipped
with a distinguished system of mutually orthogonal idempotents t1iuiPI such
that A “ Ài,jPI 1iA1j . By a (left) module M over a locally unital algebra
A, we always mean a module as usual which is locally unital in the sense
that M “ ÀiPI 1iM . Let A-modfd be the category of all such modules with
dimM ă 8. In this subsection, we construct a locally unital algebra Wξ
whose module category is equivalent to Oξ. In the next subsection, we will
show for maximally atypical blocks that Wξ is isomorphic to the locally unital
endomorphism algebra of a minimal projective generating family in Oξ. For
further discussion of our motivation, see [B5, §4].
To define Wξ, we must first pass from W to an idempotented form 9W .
By definition, this is the locally unital algebra with distinguished idempotents
t1ηuη(m, generators
cprq1η P 1η 9W1η for η ( m and r ě 0,
dprq1η P 1η 9W1η for η ( m and r ě 0,
f
prq
i 1η P 1η`αi 9W1η for η ( m, r ą s´ and i P Z such that ηi`1 ą 0,
e
prq
i 1η P 1η´αi 9W1η for η ( m, r ą s` and i P Z such that ηi ą 0,
and certain relations. In order to write these down, we need a couple of con-
ventions. We interpret the following currently undefined expressions as zero:
1η, c
prq1η and dprq1η if η * m; eprqi 1η if either η * m or η ´ αi * m; f prqi 1η
if either η * m or η ` αi * m. This means that for given η ( m, we have
e
prq
i 1η “ f prqi 1η “ 0 for all but finitely many i. Also we will omit idempotents
from the middles of monomials when they are clear from the context. Then,
the relations are as follows:
cp0q1η “ dp0q1η “ 1η, dp1q1η “
ÿ
i
iηi1η, d
prq1η “ 0 for r ą m, (4.23)
cprq1η is central, dprqdpsq1η “ dpsqdprq1η, (4.24)
dprqepsqi 1η ´ epsqi dprq1η “
r´1ÿ
a“0
dpaqepr`s´1´aqi 1η, (4.25)
dprqf psqi 1η ´ f psqi dprq1η “ ´
r´1ÿ
a“0
f
pr`s´1´aq
i d
paq1η, (4.26)
e
prq
i e
psq
j 1η ` eprqj epsqi 1η`epsqi eprqj 1η ` epsqj eprqi 1η “ 0, (4.27)
f
prq
i f
psq
j 1η ` f prqj f psqi 1η`f psqi f prqj 1η ` f psqj f prqi 1η “ 0, (4.28)
e
prq
i f
psq
j 1η ` f psqj eprqi 1η “ 0 for i ‰ j, (4.29)ÿ
i
peprqi f psqi 1η ` f psqi eprqi 1ηq “ cpr`s´1q1η. (4.30)
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We leave it as an exercise for the reader to check in the degenerate case
m “ 0 that 9W “ Crcp1q, . . . , cpnqs, i.e. it is a polynomial algebra in n variables.
The case m “ 1 is also particularly easy to understand; in this case, we let
1i :“ 1εi , e1i :“ eps``1qi 1εi , f1i :“ f ps´`1qi´1 1εi and z1i :“ cpnq1εi for short.
Lemma 4.20. In the case m “ 1, the algebra 9W is Crcp1q, . . . , cpn´1qsbT where
T is the path algebra of the infinite quiver
¨ ¨ ¨ 1‚
z
EE
e
(( 2‚
f
hh
z
EE
e
(( 3‚
f
hh
z
EE
e
(( 4‚
f
hh
z
EE ¨ ¨ ¨
subject to the relations e21i “ f21i “ 0 and ef1i ` fe1i “ z1i for all i P Z.
Proof. It is easy to check from the defining relations for 9W that there is a
locally unital algebra homomorphism f : Crcp1q, . . . , cpn´1qs b T Ñ 9W sending
1i, c
prq1i, e1i, f1i and z1i to the corresponding elements of 9W . To show this is
an isomorphism, we define f´1 : 9W Ñ Crcp1q, . . . , cpn´1qs b T by sending
1εi ÞÑ 1i,
cprq1εi ÞÑ
"
cprq1i if r ă n,
p´1qr´nppi` 1qr´n`1 ´ ir´n`1qz1i if r ě n,
dprq1εi ÞÑ δr,1i1i,
e
ps``rq
j 1εi ÞÑ δi,jp´i´ 1qr´1e1i,
f
ps´`rq
j 1εi ÞÑ δi,j´1p´iqr´1f1i,
for each r ě 1 and i, j P Z. This is well defined by another (longer) relation
check. Finally, it is obvious that f´1 ˝ f “ id. To see that f ˝ f´1 “ id, note
from the relations that the elements 1i, e1i, f1i and c
p1q1i, . . . , cpnq1i for all i P Z
already suffice to generate 9W . 
Lemma 4.21. The following two categories may be identified:
(1) The full subcategory of W -modfd consisting of all modules M such that
M is equal to the direct sum
À
η(mMη of its weight spaces from (4.13)
and the endomorphism defined by the action of d
p1q
1 is diagonalizable;
(2) The full subcategory of 9W -modfd consisting of all modules M such that
dprq1η ´ erpηq1η acts nilpotently for all η ( m and r ą 1.
Proof. Take M belonging to the category (1). We make it into a 9W -module by
declaring that
‚ 1η acts as the projection prη along the weight space decomposition;
‚ cprq1η acts as cprq ˝ prη and dprq1η acts as dprq1 ˝ prη; and
‚ eprqi 1η acts as prη´αi ˝eprq ˝ prη and f prqi 1η acts as prη`αi ˝f prq ˝ prη.
To see that this makes sense, we need to verify that the defining relations of
9W are satisfied. This follows from the relations for W in Theorem 3.1. For
example, to check (4.29)–(4.30), we have by the definition of the action of the
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generators of 9W on v PMη thatÿ
i,j
peprqi f psqj 1η ` f psqj eprqi 1ηqv
“
ÿ
i,j
pprη`αj´αi ˝eprq ˝ prη`αj ˝f psq ` prη´αi`αj ˝f psq ˝ prη´αi ˝eprqqv
“ peprqf psq ` f psqeprqqv “ δi,jcpr`s´1qv “ cpr`s´1q1ηv,
using Lemma 4.12 with k “ 1 for the second equality. Applying prη`αj´αi to
both sides, this establishes (4.29) when i ‰ j and (4.30) when i “ j.
Conversely, take M belonging to the category (2). Then we make it into a
W -module by declaring that
‚ cprq, dprq1 , eprq and f prq act on 1ηM as cprq1η, dprq1η,
ř
i e
prq
i 1η and
ř
i f
prq
i 1η;
‚ dprq2 acts via the formula dprq2 “
řr
s“0 d
psq
1 c
pr´sq from (3.5).
Then one needs to verify that the relations forW from Theorem 3.1 are satisfied.
Moreover, we have that Mη “ 1ηM .
Finally, the two constructions just explained are inverses of each other.
Again, this uses the k “ 1 case of Lemma 4.12. 
Theorem 4.22. For ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq, the category Oξ is isomorphic to
the category Wξ-modfd, where
Wξ :“ 9W
M č
λ(t
Ann 9W pP ξpλqq.
This is a locally unital algebra with distinguished idempotents t1ηuη(m that are
the images of the ones in 9W . Moreover:
(1) All of the left ideals Wξ1η and right ideals 1υWξ are finite-dimensional.
(2) We have that cp1q1η “ ři ipνi ´ µiq1η in Wξ.
Proof. Set V :“ Àλ(t P ξpλq. For each η ( m, there are only finitely many
κ ( t such that 1ηLξpκq ‰ 0. This follows from Theorem 4.10: we must have
that κ “ η ´ µ´ři θiαi for θ “ pθiqiPZ with 0 ď θi ď µi`1, and there are only
finitely many such θ’s. Moreover, for each κ ( t, there are only finitely many
λ ( t such that rP ξpλq : Lξpκqs ‰ 0, as is clear from Theorem 4.14. Hence,
there are only finitely many λ ( t such that 1ηP ξpλq ‰ 0. Thus, we have shown
that all of the weight spaces 1ηV of the 9W -module V are finite-dimensional.
Consider the locally unital algebra
E :“ à
η,υ(m
HomCp1ηV, 1υV q
with multiplication coming from the usual composition. This is a simple locally
unital matrix algebra with unique (up to isomorphism) irreducible module V .
The representation of 9W on V defines a locally unital algebra homomorphism
ρ : 9W Ñ E sending a P 1υ 9W1η to the linear map 1ηV Ñ 1υV defined by
left multiplication by a. We have that ker ρ “ Şλ(t Ann 9W P ξpλq, hence, ρ
induces an embedding Wξ ãÑ E. Since each 1υE1η “ HomCp1ηV, 1υV q is finite-
dimensional, we deduce that each 1υWξ1η is finite-dimensional. Also 1υWξ1η
is non-zero only if there exists λ ( t such that 1υP ξpλq ‰ 0 ‰ 1ηP ξpλq. For
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fixed η, there are only finitely many such λ, hence, only finitely many such υ.
This shows that Wξ1η is finite-dimensional. Similarly, so is 1υWξ, and we have
established (1).
Now we explain how to identify Oξ with Wξ-modfd. Given any M P Oξ,
we can forget the Z{2-grading then apply Lemma 4.21 to view it as a 9W -
module, using also Lemma 3.8 and the last part of Theorem 4.10. This defines
a functor from Oξ to the full subcategory of 9W -modfd consisting of subquotients
of finite direct sums of the modules tP ξpλquλ(t. Each P ξpλq factors through the
quotient Wξ, so the latter category may also be described as the full subcategory
of Wξ-modfd consisting of subquotients of finite direct sums of the modules
tP ξpλquλ(t. In fact, this defines an isomorphism of categories, since the Z{2-
grading on M can be recovered uniquely thanks to Remark 4.2.
It just remains to observe that every finite-dimensional Wξ-module belongs
to the full subcategory of Wξ-modfd consisting of subquotients of finite direct
sums of the modules tP ξpλquλ(t. To see this, note that any M P Wξ-modfd
is a quotient of a finite direct sum of the projective modules Wξ1η for η ( m.
Moreover, Wξ1η ãÑ E1η, which is a direct sum of copies of V , so that Wξ1η
embeds into a (possibly infinite) direct sum of the modules P ξpλq. In fact, it
embeds into a finite direct sum of these modules since it is finite-dimensional,
as is each P ξpλq.
To establish (2), note that cp1q “ dp1q2 ´ dp1q1 , so it acts diagonalizably on
any object of Oξ thanks to Lemma 3.8. Moreover, dp1q2 ´ dp1q1 acts on LpAq as
bpAq´ apAq “ ři ipνi´µiq for any A P ξ˝. Thus, cp1q´ři ipνi´µiq annihilates
all P ξpλq, and (2) follows. 
Remark 4.23. Here is a slightly different construction of the locally unital al-
gebra Wξ. Given any finite subset X Ă ξ, the W -module ÀλPX P ξpλq is finite-
dimensional. Hence,
WX :“W
M č
λPX
AnnW pP ξpλqq
is a finite-dimensional algebra. Each WX possesses a distinguished family of
idempotents t1ηuη(m such that WX “ Àυ,η(m 1υWX1η, namely, 1η is the
primitive idempotent in the finite-dimensional commutative subalgebra of WX
generated by d
p1q
1 , . . . , d
p1q
m that projects any module onto its η-weight space.
Then Wξ is the inverse limit limÐÝXWX over all finite subsets X of ξ, taking the
inverse limit in the category of locally unital algebras with idempotents indexed
by compositions of m.
Remark 4.24. The special case m “ n “ 1 is particularly trivial. If m “ n “
t “ 1 then Wξ is the algebra T from Lemma 4.20 subject to the additional
relations z1i “ 0 for all i P Z. If m “ n “ 1 and t “ 0, then we have that µ “ εi
and ν “ εj for i ‰ j, and Wξ is the algebra T with the additional relations
z1i “ pj ´ iq1i, z1i´1 “ pj ´ iq1i´1, and 1k “ 0 for k ‰ i, i ´ 1. (In this case,
Wξ –M2pCq.)
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4.7. Graded lifts and the Soergel algebra of a block. Throughout the
subsection, we fix ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and set γ :“ µ` ν for short. Let
Aξ :“
à
A,BPξ
HomgpP pAq, P pBqq, (4.31)
viewed as an algebra with multiplication that is the opposite of composition.
Note Aξ is a locally unital in the sense introduced at the start of §4.6, with
distinguished idempotents t1AuAPξ coming from the identity endomorphisms of
each P pAq. By standard theory, the functorà
APξ
HomgpP pAq,´q : Oξ Ñ Aξ-modfd (4.32)
is an equivalence of categories. Since we have that 1AAξ1B “ HomgpP pAq, P pBqq,
this functor sends P pBq to the left ideal Aξ1B.
By [BLW, Theorem 5.26] (plus [BLW, Theorem 3.10]), the basic algebra Aξ
admits a positive grading Aξ “Àdě0pAξqd making it into a Koszul algebra. In
view of (4.32), this means that we can introduce a graded lift of the block Oξ,
namely, the category Aξ-grmodfd of finite-dimensional graded Aξ-modules. This
is entirely analogous to the situation in [S], where Soergel introduced a graded
lift of the category O for a semisimple Lie algebra. For further discussion, see
[BLW, §§5.2–5.5]. In particular, [BLW, Theorem 5.11] shows that categorical
action on OZ discussed in §4.1 also lifts to the graded setting. Note finally by
[BGS, Corollary 2.5.2] (which extends obviously to the present locally unital
setting) that the Koszul grading on Aξ is unique up to automorphism. This
means that the grading is canonical, so it can be used to refine the invariants
of blocks computed already in Theorem 4.14; see Theorem 4.27 below.
Recalling next that the indecomposable projective objects in the quotient
category Oξ are the W -supermodules
 
P ξpλq
(
λ(t, we can also consider the
locally unital algebra
Bξ :“
à
κ,λ(t
HomW pP ξpκq, P ξpλqq, (4.33)
again with multiplication that is opposite of composition. Its distinguished
idempotents are denoted t1λuλ(t, so that 1κBξ1λ “ HomW
`
P ξpκq, P ξpλq
˘
. In
view of the double centralizer property of Corollary 4.9, we can identify Bξ
with the subalgebra
À
κ,λ(t 1Apµ,ν;κqAξ1Apµ,ν;λq of Aξ. In particular, Bξ inherits
a positive grading Bξ “ Àdě0pBξqd from the Koszul grading on Aξ. We call
the graded algebra Bξ the Soergel algebra of the block Oξ. Just like in (4.32),
there is an equivalence of categoriesà
κ(t
HomW
`
P ξpκq,´
˘
: Oξ Ñ Bξ-modfd, (4.34)
so that the category Bξ-grmodfd is a graded lift of Oξ. The algebra Bξ is Morita
equivalent to the algebra Wξ from Theorem 4.22. The following theorem shows
that these two algebras coincide for maximally atypical blocks. It gives us hope
that the algebra Bξ can be described in these cases as the path algebra of an
infinite quiver with explicit relations.
Theorem 4.25. For any block ξ “ p0, ν;mq P Ξpm|nq of maximal atypicality,
there is an isomorphism Wξ
„Ñ Bξ such that 1λ ÞÑ 1λ for each λ ( m.
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Proof. Maximal atypicality implies that all of the irreducible W -modules in Oξ
are one-dimensional. By Theorem 4.22, these are the irreducible Wξ-modules.
Hence, Wξ is a locally unital basic algebra such that Wξ-modfd is isomorphic
to Oξ. Since the idempotent 1λ P Wξ acts as the identity on Lξpλq and as
zero on all other Lξpκq’s, it is a primitive idempotent, and the left ideal Wξ1λ
is isomorphic to the projective cover P ξpλq of Lξpλq. Then comparing with
(4.33), we get that
Bξ –
à
κ,λ(m
HomWξpWξ1κ,Wξ1λq –
à
κ,λ(m
1κWξ1λ “Wξ.
This isomorphism sends 1λ ÞÑ 1λ for each λ ( m. 
Remark 4.26. Let ξ be as in Theorem 4.25, so that Bξ – Wξ. If m “ n “ 1,
we described this algebra already in Remark 4.24. If m “ 1 ă n, using also
Theorem 4.22, we see that Bξ is a quotient of Crcp2q, . . . , cpn´1qs b T , where
T is as in Lemma 4.20. Setting xi :“ ef1i and yi :“ fe1i, we have that
1iT1i – Crxi, yis. It follows that 1εiBξ1εi is a quotient of the polynomial
algebra Crcp2q, . . . , cpn´1q, xi, yis.
Our next theorem computes the graded dimensions of the spaces 1κBξ1λ. It
is a graded analog of Theorem 4.14. To formulate it, for a positively graded
vector space V “ Àně0 Vn, we let dimq V :“ řně0pdimVnqqn where q is an
indeterminate. Let rns be the quantum integer pqn ´ q´nq{pq ´ q´1q, let rns!
be the corresponding quantum factorial, and let
“
n
r
‰
be the quantum binomial
coefficient.
Theorem 4.27. For any λ, κ ( t, the space 1κBξ1λ is non-zero if and only if
κ “ λ`řipλi`1´ρi`1qαi for a composition ρ with 0 ď ρi`1 ď λi`1`minpλi, ρiq
for all i, in which case
dimq 1κBξ1λ “ rms!rns!
ÿ
τ“pτiqiPZ
maxpλi`1,ρi`1qďτi`1ďλi`1`minpλi,ρiq
qspτq
ź
i
“λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´λi
‰“
λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´ρi
‰
rλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1s!rλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1`γis! ,
where
spτq :“
ˆ
m
2
˙
`
ˆ
n
2
˙
`
ÿ
i
p2τi ´ λi ´ ρiqpλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1 ` γiq
´
ÿ
i
ˆ
λi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1
2
˙
´
ÿ
i
ˆ
λi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1 ` γi
2
˙
.
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Corollary 4.28. For all compositions λ ( t which are generic in the sense that
λi ‰ 0 ñ λi ` λi`1 ` γi ` γi`1 “ 1, we have that
dimq 1λBξ1λ “ qpm2 q`pn2q´
ř
i pγi2 qp1` q2qt rms!rns!Lśirγis!.
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.27 with κ “ λ, hence, ρi “ 0 for all i. Letting
I :“ ti P Z | λi´1 “ 1u, the summation is over the compositions τJ for J Ď I
defined from τJi :“ λi ` 1 if i P J , and τJi :“ λi otherwise. We have that
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spτJq “ `m2 ˘``n2˘´ři `γi2 ˘`2|J |, hence, řJĎI qspτJ q “ qpm2 q`pn2q´ři pγi2 qp1`q2qt,
while the big product is always equal to 1
Lś
irγis!. 
By Lemma 4.5, the basic algebra Bξ is a Frobenius algebra. It is also graded
and indecomposable. It is a general fact about such algebras that the top
degrees of the endomorphism algebras of the indecomposable projective objects
are all the same (and these endomorphism algebras are one-dimensional in this
degree); see e.g. [R3, Proposition 5.18]. The following describes this top degree
explicitly.
Corollary 4.29. Let d :“ m2 ` n2 ´ ři γ2i . For every λ ( t, we have that
dimp1λBξ1λqd “ 1 and p1λBξ1λqd1 “ 0 for all d1 ą d.
Proof. In view of the remarks just made, it suffices to compute the top degree
of 1λBξ1λ for generic λ, which is easily done using Corollary 4.28. (One can
also check this directly for arbitrary λ; in general, the monomial of top degree
in the polynomial dimq 1λBξ1λ as computed by Theorem 4.27 comes from the
summand with τi`1 “ λi`1 ` λi for each i.) 
Conjecture 4.30. The algebra Bξ is a graded symmetric Frobenius algebra.
The last important algebra that we associate to the block Oξ is its center
Cξ, i.e. the endomorphism algebra of the identity functor Id : Oξ Ñ Oξ. The
double centralizer property implies that Cξ is also the center of the quotient
category Oξ. It can be recovered from the Soergel algebra Bξ. To explain this,
we view elements of Bξ as infinite matrices of the form x “ pxκ,λqκ,λ(t for
xκ,λ P 1κBξ1λ, all but finitely many of which are zero. If we drop this finiteness
condition, we obtain a completion pBξ of this algebra. In fact, we have simply
that pBξ “ EndW
˜à
λ(t
P ξpλq
¸op
. (4.35)
Moreover, finite-dimensional Bξ-modules are the same as finite-dimensional
modules over the completion. This all depends on the fact that Bξ is bounded
in the sense that all of the ideals 1κBξ and Bξ1λ are finite-dimensional. Finally,
we may identify
Cξ “ Zp pBξq. (4.36)
The grading on Bξ induces a positive grading Cξ “Àdě0pCξqd.
Lemma 4.31. The top graded component of Cξ is
À
λ(tp1λCξ1λqd where d :“
m2 ` n2 ´ři γ2i , with each summand p1λCξ1λqd being one-dimensional. Also,
the Jacobson radical of Cξ is nilpotent of codimension 1.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Corollary 4.29. The second assertion
then follows because Oξ, hence, Oξ, is indecomposable. 
For the following conjecture, we observe that Bξ X Cξ is an ideal of Cξ.
Conjecture 4.32. The image of the canonical map ZpW q Ñ Cξ is isomorphic
to Cξ{Bξ X Cξ.
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4.8. Morita and derived equivalences between blocks. In the final sub-
section, we make some remarks about the problem of classifying blocks of O
up to Morita and/or derived equivalence. Actually, we just look at the in-
tegral blocks, which is justified thanks to [CMW, Theorem 3.10]. Recall the
definitions of λ` and λT from the beginning of §4.3.
We begin by discussing derived equivalences. Following [CM, Definition 4.2],
we say that Oξ and Oξ1 are gradable derived equivalent if there is a C-linear
equivalence F : DbpOξq Ñ DbpOξ1q of triangulated categories with inverse G,
such that both F and G admit graded lifts.
The following theorem gives many examples of gradable derived equivalences.
It comes for free from the theory of braid group actions from [CR].
Theorem 4.33. Suppose that ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq and i P Z. Let sipξq :“
psipµq, sipνq; tq, where sipµq (resp. sipνq) is obtained by interchanging the ith
and pi` 1qth parts of µ (resp. ν). Then, there is a gradable derived equivalence
Θi : D
bpOξq Ñ DbpOsipξqq
inducing a map of the form rMpAqs ÞÑ ˘rMpsipAqqs at the level of Grothendieck
groups, where sipAq is obtained by replacing all entries i of A P ξ by pi` 1q and
vice versa. If t “ µiµi`1 “ νiνi`1 “ 0, this functor is induced by a C-linear
equivalence Θi : Oξ Ñ Osipξq such that ΘiMpAq –MpsipAqq for all A P ξ.
Proof. Since we have a categorical action of sl8 on OZ as described in §4.1,
and this categorical action admits a graded lift by [BLW, Theorem 5.26], the
existence of Θi follows from [CR, Theorem 6.4]. The functor Θi is defined there
by tensoring with the “Rickard complex”, which admits a graded lift by [R1,
§5.3.2]. When t “ µiµi`1 “ νiνi`1 “ 0, the Rickard complex collapses to a
single term, hence, it is a “Scopes equivalence”. 
Theorem 4.33 motivates the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4.34. Take blocks ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq for 0 ď m ď n and
ξ1 “ pµ, ν; t1q P Ξpm1|n1q for 0 ď m1 ď n1, such that Oξ and Oξ1 are non-trivial,
i.e. they have more than one isomorphism class of irreducible object. Then Oξ
and Oξ1 are gradably derived equivalent if and only if t “ t1, m “ m1, n “ n1
and pµ` νqT “ pµ1 ` ν 1qT .
Part of the “if” implication of this conjecture is implied by Theorem 4.33: Oξ
and Oξ1 are gradably derived equivalent if t “ t1, m “ m1, n “ n1, µT “ µ1T and
νT “ ν 1T . Our hope is that there should be some additional gradable derived
equivalences allowing these existing ones to be upgraded to include the case
that pµ` νqT “ pµ1 ` ν 1qT .
The graded algebra Cξ from (4.36) is an invariant of gradable derived equiv-
alence thanks to [CM, Lemma 4.6]. So, to prove the “only if” direction of
Conjecture 4.34, one should look for more information about the structure of
Cξ along the lines of Lemma 4.31. At present, we do not even know how to
show that gradably derived equivalent blocks have the same atypicality. We
expect that the atypicality of a block should be related to the dimension of its
derived category in the sense of [R2].
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The remainder of the subsection is concerned with Morita equivalences be-
tween blocks. We first point out some obvious ones which arise by twisting with
automorphisms of Upgq. For ξ “ pµ, ν; tq and ξ1 “ pµ1, ν1; tq, the blocks Oξ and
Oξ1 are equivalent as C-linear categories if any of the following hold:
‚ (“Translation”) There exists s P Z such that µi “ µ1i`s and νi “ ν 1i`s
for all i; use the automorphism ei,j ÞÑ ei,j ` p´1q|i|sδi,j .
‚ (“Duality”) We have that µi “ µ1´ i and νi “ ν 1´ i for all i; use the auto-
morphism ei,j ÞÑ ´p´1q|i||j|ew0pjq,w0piq where w0 is the longest element
of Sm ˆ Sn.
‚ We have that m “ n, µ “ ν 1 and ν “ µ1; use the automorphism that
switches the top left and bottom right blocks and the top right and
bottom left blocks in the standard matrix realization of g.
We also get some more interesting Morita equivalences between typical blocks
from the last part of Theorem 4.33: if t “ t1 “ 0, µ` “ pµ1q` and ν` “ pν 1q`
then Oξ and Oξ1 are equivalent.
The following theorem shows that there are very few equivalences between
atypical blocks. This was pointed out already in low rank by Coulembier and
Serganova in [CS, §6.3]; see also [CS, Remark 6.6] which predicts the importance
of the invariants used in the proof of Theorem 4.35.
Theorem 4.35. Let ξ “ pµ, ν; tq P Ξpm|nq for 0 ď m ď n, and ξ1 “ pµ, ν; t1q P
Ξpm1|n1q for 0 ď m1 ď n1. Suppose that Oξ and Oξ1 are equivalent as C-linear
categories. Then:
(1) t “ t1.
Suppose in addition that there is more than one isomorphism class of irreducible
object in the blocks Oξ and Oξ1. Then:
(2) m “ m1 and n “ n1.
Finally, assume that there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of irreducible
objects, so that t, t1 ą 0. Then:
(3) µ` ν and µ1 ` ν 1 are equal up to translation and duality.
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.8, the assumption that Oξ is equivalent to Oξ1
implies that Oξ is equivalent to Oξ1 . If either of the blocks Oξ or Oξ1 has a
unique irreducible object up to isomorphism, then so does the other, and we
must have that t “ t1 “ 0. Otherwise, we have that t, t1 ą 0 and these blocks
have infinitely many classes of irreducible objects. To prove (1) and (3) in
these cases, we will show that t and γ :“ µ`ν can be recovered uniquely (up to
translation and duality) from the category Oξ without using any information
about its structure that is external to the abstract C-linear category.
Starting from Oξ, we can choose a complete set of pairwise inequivalent ir-
reducible objects tLpxq | x P Xu indexed by some set X. Since we assumed
t ą 0, the set X is infinite. Let P pxq be a projective cover of Lpxq and
hpxq :“ # ty P X | rP pxq : Lpyqs ‰ 0u. By Lemma 4.16, we know that the min-
imal possible value for hpxq as x ranges over all of X is equal to `t`22 ˘ for some
t ě 1. Thus, we have recovered the atypicality t of the block Oξ from the
underlying abstract category.
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Now that we know t, we can define Xmin :“
 
x P X ˇˇ hpxq “ `t`22 ˘(. By
Lemma 4.16 again, we know that Xmin is in bijection with Z. To fix a choice
of such a bijection, we arbitrarily pick some x0 P X. Now we appeal to
Lemma 4.18. It tells us that the set
 
x P X0ztx0u
ˇˇ rP px0q : Lpxqs ‰ 0( con-
tains exactly two elements. We arbitrarily call one of these elements x1 and
the other x´1. Then the set
 
x P X0ztx0, x1u
ˇˇ rP px1q : Lpxqs ‰ 0( is a single-
ton tx2u, the set
 
x P X0ztx1, x2u
ˇˇ rP px2q : Lpxqs ‰ 0( is a singleton tx3u, and
so on. Similarly,
 
x P X0ztx0, x´1u
ˇˇ rP px´1q : Lpxqs ‰ 0( is a singleton tx´2u,
and so on. In this way, we have enumerated the elements of Xmin as txi | i P Zu.
We have done this in a way that ensures that it agrees with the canonical la-
belling tLξptεiq | i P Zu, at least up to some duality and translation which we
can simply ignore due to the symmetry of the invariants that we are about to
use.
Next, we explain how to recover the composition γ from the dimensions
dim EndOξpP pxiqq. By the formula in Lemma 4.19, these all take the same value
N :“ m!n!pt!q2 śj γj !
`
2t
t
˘
for all but finitely many i P Z. Thus, we have recovered the
number N . Rescaling, we get the numbers
dpiq :“
ˆ
2t
t
˙
dim EndOξpP pxiqq
L
N “
tÿ
r“0
ˆ
t
r
˙
t!γi!γi`1!
pγi ` t´ rq!pγi`1 ` rq! . (4.37)
for each i P Z, and will explain how to recover the γi’s uniquely from this
sequence. We have that dpiq “ `2tt ˘ with equality if and only if γi “ 0 “ γi`1.
This already determines all but finitely many of the γi’s. Observe moreover
that the expression on the right hand side of (4.37) is monotonic in γi: it gets
strictly smaller if we make the non-negative integer γi bigger. So we can use
this equation to compute each γi uniquely, assuming γi`1 has already been
determined inductively (starting from the biggest i such that γi ‰ 0).
At this point, we have established (1) and (3). Our proof of (2) requires
considerably more force as we need to exploit the existence of the Koszul grading
on the basic algebra Aξ discussed in the previous section. If Oξ and Oξ1 are
Morita equivalent, then the algebras Aξ and Aξ1 are isomorphic as locally unital
graded algebras thanks to the unicity of Koszul gradings. Hence, so too are the
algebras Bξ and Bξ1 . Since we already know that t “ t1, we can then invoke
Corollary 4.28 to deduce that
qpm2 q`pn2q´
ř
i pγi2 qrms!rns!Lśirγis! “ qpm12 q`pn12 q´ři pγ1i2 qrm1s!rn1s!Lśirγ1is!,
where γ1 :“ µ1`ν 1 of course. When t, t1 ą 0, we already know that pγq` “ pγ1q`,
so get easily from this that m “ m1 and n “ n1. If t “ t1 “ 0, we need to use
also that the blocks are not trivial (and deduce in addition that γT “ pγ1qT );
one also finds this argument in the proof of [CM, Lemma 8.2]. 
Corollary 4.36. For ξ “ p0, ν;mq P Ξpm|nq and ξ1 “ p0, ν1;m1q P Ξpm1|n1q
with m,m1 ą 0, the blocks Oξ and Oξ1 are equivalent if and only if m “ m1 and
ν equals ν 1 up to translation and duality.
Evidence for the following conjecture comes from Theorem 4.27: it shows
that the Soergel algebras Bξ and Bξ1 in the statement have the same graded
Cartan matrices.
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Conjecture 4.37. Assume that ξ “ pµ, ν; tq and ξ1 “ pµ1, ν1; tq for µ, µ1 ( m´t
and ν, ν1 ( n ´ t such that µ ` ν equals µ1 ` ν 1 up to translation and duality.
Then Bξ – Bξ1 as locally unital graded algebras, so that the blocks Oξ and Oξ1
are equivalent.
Believing this conjecture, we also thought initially that the blocks Oξ and
Oξ1 themselves should also be equivalent (under the same hypotheses as in the
conjecture). However, this is too optimistic, due to the following counterex-
ample communicated to us by Coulembier: for g “ gl3|4pCq, t “ 1, and ξ, ξ1
defined so that µ1 “ 2, µ12 “ 1, µ13 “ 1, ν2 “ 1, ν3 “ 1, ν4 “ 1, ν 11 “ 2 and
ν 14 “ 1, the blocks Oξ and Oξ1 are not equivalent. To establish this, Coulembier
shows that they have different finitistic global dimensions by an application of
[CS, Theorem 6.4].
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 3.14
Let notation be as in the statement of the theorem. We note that the case
m “ 0 follows from Corollary 3.12 along with the trivial observations that
MpAq “M 1pAq and KpAq “MpAq when m “ 0. So we assume henceforth that
m ą 0. Set M :“MpAq for short.
Lemma A.1. H0pMq is spanned by a subset S of size 2m.
Proof. We define
I´ :“ tpi, jq | i ą j, i, j “ 1, . . . ,m` nu,
Iě´ :“ tpi, jq P I´ | colpiq ď colpjqu,
Iă´ :“ tpi, jq P I´ | colpiq ą colpjqu.
Let n´ be the subalgebra of g of strictly lower triangular matrices, so that
tei,jupi,jqPI´ is a basis of n´. Also tei,jupi,jqPI´ě is a basis of n´Xp and tei,jupi,jqPIă´
is a basis of n´ Xm. We note that n´ X p Ď g1¯, so the elements of tei,jupi,jqPI´ě
actually all supercommute.
Fix a total order on I´ in such a way that Iă´ precedes Iě´ . The set of ordered
monomials of the form
´ś
pi,jqPI´ e
di,j
i,j
¯
mA, where di,j P Z if rowpiq “ rowpjq
and di,j P t0, 1u if rowpiq ą rowpjq, forms a basis of M . For pi, jq P Iă´ , we have
eij P m, so eij ´χpeijq P mχ, and χpeijq P t0,˘1u. Hence, the following ordered
monomials span M{mχM :"´ ź
pi,jqPI´ě
e
di,j
i,j
¯
mA `mχM
ˇˇˇˇ
di,j P t0, 1u
*
.
We are going to cut this spanning set down to one of the required size 2m.
For K Ď Iě´ , we use the notation
upKq :“
ź
pi,jqPK
ei,j P Upn´ X pq, (A.1)
and define wtpKq :“ řpi,jqPKpδi ´ δjq P tZ˚ to be the t-weight of upKq. In this
paragraph, we are going to focus on the monomials
upKqek,lupLqmA `mχM PM{mχM,
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where K,L Ď Iě´ and ek,l P m or ek,l P b. The goal is to describe a straighten-
ing process in order to prove that this monomial can be expressed as a linear
combination of monomials of the form
upJqmA `mχM, (A.2)
for J Ď Iě´ such that one of the conditions (S1)–(S3) holds:
(S1) |J | “ |K| ` |L| and wtpJq “ wtpKq ` wtpLq ` δk ´ δl;
(S2) |J | “ |K| ` |L| and wtpJq “ wtpKq ` wtpLq, this is only possible if
k ‰ m` 1 and l “ k ´ 1, or if l “ k; or
(S3) |J | ă |K| ` |L|.
We proceed by induction on |K|`|L|. Our objective is clear when |K|`|L| “ 0,
as ek,lmA `mχM “ χpek,lq `mχM if ek,l P m, and ek,lmA `mχM “ λApek,lq `
mχM if ek,l P b, where λA is viewed as an element of b˚. Now assume that
|K| ` |L| ą 0.
For the case ek,l P m, we have
upKqek,lupLqmA `mχM “ ˘ek,lupKqupLqmA ` rupKq, ek,lsupLqmA `mχM.
(A.3)
We do not need to know the sign in the equation above, so we won’t specify
these explicitly; this is also the case in some other equations below. The first
term in (A.3) is (up to sign)
ek,lupKqupLqmA `mχM “ χpek,lqupKqupLq `mχM,
which is zero or (up to sign) a monomial as in (A.2) satisfying (S2).
For the case ek,l P b, we have
upKqek,lupLqmA `mχM “ ˘upKqupLqek,lmA ` upKqrek,l, upLqsmA `mχM.
(A.4)
The first term in (A.4) is (up to sign)
upKqupLqek,lmA `mχM “ λApek,lqupKqupLq `mχM,
where λA is viewed as an element of b
˚. This is zero or (up to sign) a monomial
as in (A.2) satisfying (S2).
Now we consider the case ek,l P m further. Observe that the term rupKq, ek,ls
occurring in (A.3) is a sum of terms of the form ˘upKi,jqrei,j , ek,lsupKi,jq,
summed over pi, jq P K where Ki,j is the set of elements of K before pi, jq in
our fixed order of I´ and Ki,j is the set of those after pi, jq. Either rei,j , ek,ls
is zero, or an element of one of n´ X p, m or b; note that m X b ‰ t0u in
general, so rei,j , ek,ls can be an element of both m and b but this does not
matter. If rei,j , ek,ls P n´ X p, then upKi,jqrei,j , ek,lsupKi,jqupLqmA ` mχM is
(up to sign) a monomial of the form (A.2) for which (S1) holds. Whereas if
rei,j , ek,ls P m or rei,j , ek,ls P b, then we can apply induction to deduce that
upKi,jqrei,j , ek,lsupKi,jqupLqmA `mχM is a sum of monomials as in (A.2) that
satisfy (S3).
For the case ek,l P b we can argue entirely similarly, but working with the
term upKqrek,l, upLqs, which occurs in (A.4).
We have now established that our straightening process works.
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Now we let H :“ tpi, jq P Iě´ | i ą m` 1u, then define
H :“ tL Ď Iě´ |H Ď Lu, S :“ tupLq `mχM | L P Hu. (A.5)
Let ălex be the order on tZ˚ defined by
řm`n
i“1 riδi ălex
řm`n
i“1 siδi if rj ă sj
where j is maximal such that rj ‰ sj . Take K Ď Iě´ . Proceeding by induction
on |K| and reverse induction on wtpKq with respect to ălex, we are going to
prove that upKq is in the space spanned by S. Before proceeding, we note that
the case m “ 1 and pi is left justified is trivial, because H “ ∅. So we assume
that this is not the case.
For the base step we consider the case |K| “ 0, so that upKq “ mA. In this
case we let k “ 2m`s´. Our assumption above implies that k is maximal such
that the column of k in the pyramid pi has two boxes, and that this is not the
leftmost column in pi. In particular, k ´ 1 also lies in the second row of pi.
Now consider em,k´1ek,mmA ` mχM . We have that em,k´1 P m and that
χpem,k´1q “ 0, so that em,k´1ek,mmA `mχM “ 0`mχM . Moreover,
em,k´1ek,mmA `mχM “ ´ek,mem,k´1mA ` ek,k´1mA `mχM “ ´mA `mχM,
where we use that em,k´1mA “ 0, because em,k´1 P n, and that ek,k´1mA `
mχM “ ´mA ` mχM because ek,k´1 ` 1 P mχ. It follows that mA P mχM , so
mA `mχM is certainly in the span of S.
Next let K Ď Iě´ and assume inductively that upLqmA`mχM is in the span
of S whenever |L| ă |K| or when |L| “ |K| and wtpLq ąlex wtpKq. If H Ď K,
then upKq P S, so we may assume this is not the case. We choose pk, lq P H zK
such that k is maximal and l minimal given k. Consider el,k´1ek,lupKqmA.
Since el,k´1 P m and χpel,k´1q “ 0, we have el,k´1ek,lupKq `mχM “ 0`mχM .
Moreover,
el,k´1ek,lupKqmA `mχM “ ´ek,lel,k´1upKqmA ` ek,k´1upKqmA `mχM
“ ´ek,lel,k´1upKqmA ´ upKq `mχM,
where we use that ek,k´1upKqmA`mχM “ ´upKqmA`mχM , because ek,k´1`
1 P mχ. Thus we see that it suffices to show that ek,lel,k´1upKqmA ` mχM is
in the span of S.
To see this, we note that the t-weight of ek,lel,k´1upKq is wtpKq ` δk ´
δk´1 ąlex wtpKq. Next we calculate
ek,lel,k´1upKqmA “ p´1q|K|ek,lupKqel,k´1mA ` ek,lrel,k´1, upKqsmA
“ ek,lrel,k´1, upKqsmA,
because el,k´1 P n so that el,k´1mA “ 0. Then we see that rel,k´1, upKqs is
a sum of terms of the form p´1q|Ki,j |upKi,jqrel,k´1, ei,jsupKi,jq over pi, jq P K.
The nonzero possibilities for rel,k´1, ei,js are el,l ` ek´1,k´1, el,j or ei,k´1 all of
which lie in either m or b. Moreover, we note that ek,k´1 is not possible, because
ek,l R K, though el,l´1 can occur. Therefore, using the straightening process,
we obtain that ek,lupKi,jqrel,k´1, ei,jsupKi,jq ` mχM is a sum of monomials of
the form upJqmA ` mχM for J Ď Iě´ . Moreover, in the present situation the
conditions (S1)–(S3) translate to saying that
(S11) |J | “ |K| and wtpJq is either wtpKq` δk´ δk´1 or wtpKq` δk´ δk´1`
δl ´ δl´1; or
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(S21) |J | ă |K|.
In the first case the possibilities for wtpMq satisfy wtpKq ălex wtpMq. Hence,
we can apply induction to deduce that upKqmA ` mχM is in the span of S.
Since |S| “ 2m, this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma A.2. H0pMq is a highest weight supermodule for W .
Proof. We recall that the grading on g determined by the pyramid pi given by
degpei,jq “ colpjq´colpiq induces a grading on Uppq. We refer to this is grading
as the Lie grading as in [BBG]. Also we require the explicit formulas for the
elements f prq P W Ď Uppq for r “ s´ ` 1, . . . , s´ `m given in [BBG, §4]. We
let e¯i,j :“ p´1q| rowpiq|ei,j and recall that
f prq “ Sρ1
ˆ rÿ
s“1
p´1qr´s
ÿ
i1,...,is
j1,...,js
p´1q#ta“1,...,s´1 | rowpjaq“1ue¯i1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ e¯is,js
˙
,
where the sum is over all 1 ď i1, . . . , is, j1, . . . , js ď m` n such that
(R1) rowpi1q “ 2 and rowpjsq “ 1;
(R2) colpiaq ď colpjaq (a “ 1, . . . , s);
(R3) rowpia`1q “ rowpjaq (a “ 1, . . . , s´ 1);
(R4) if rowpjaq “ 2, then colpia`1q ą colpjaq (a “ 1, . . . , s´ 1);
(R5) if rowpjaq “ 1, then colpia`1q ď colpjaq (a “ 1, . . . , s´ 1);
(R6) degpei1,j1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` degpeis,jsq “ r ´ s.
To spell out the key properties we need from this formula, write
f prq “ ˘
m´r`1ÿ
i“1
em`i,i`r´ps´`1q ` gprq
where gprq P Uppq is a linear combination of terms of the form ei1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eis,js P
Uppq which satisfy the following conditions.
(F1) The degree of ei1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eis,js in the Lie grading is strictly less than r´ 1.
(F2) There exists s1 such that rowpitq, rowpjtq “ 1 for all t ą s1 and rowpis1q “
2, rowpjs1q “ 1; moreover, if is1 “ m` 1, then s1 “ 1.
Now let H and S be as in (A.5). Let K P H, so that upKqmA ` mχM P S,
and let r P ts´ ` 1, . . . , s´ ` mu. We will prove that gprqupKqmA ` mχM is
a linear combination of terms of the form upLqmA ` mχM , where L P H such
that upLq has Lie degree strictly less than upKq ` r ´ 1.
Let i, j P t1, . . . ,m ` nu such that rowpiq “ rowpjq “ 1, colpiq ď colpjq and
let L P H. Consider ei,jupLqmA `mχM . We have that
ei,jupLqmA `mχM “ rei,j , upLqsmA ` upLqλApei,jqmA `mχM.
Now rei,j , upLqs is a sum of terms of the form ˘upLk,lqrei,j , ek,lsupLk,lq over
pk, lq P L, where Lk,l is the set of elements of K before pk, lq in our fixed order
of I´ and Lk,l is the set of those after pk, lq. We have that rei,j , ek,ls is either
zero or equal to ´ek,j if i “ l, and in this case we have pk, jq P I´ě0. It follows
that upLi,jqrei,j , ek,lsupLi,jq is either zero or equal to ˘upL1q for some L1 P H
with the same Lie degree as ei,jupLq.
Next let i, j P t1, . . . ,m`nu such that rowpiq “ 2, rowpjq “ 1, colpiq ď colpjq
and let L P H. We observe that ei,jupLq “ 0 if colpiq ą 1. Also if colpiq “ 1
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(so i “ m` 1), then we have that ei,jupLq is either zero or equal to ˘upL1q for
some L1 P H with the same Lie degree as ei,jupLq.
Combining the discussion in the previous two paragraphs with the fact that
gprqupKqmA`mχM is a sum of terms of the form ei1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ eis,jsupKqmA`mχM
subject to conditions (F1) and (F2) we deduce that gprqupKqmA ` mχM is a
linear combination of terms of the form upLqmA ` mχM , where L P H such
that upLq has Lie degree strictly less than upKq ` r ´ 1.
Now suppose that pm` 1, r´ s´q R K. Then we have that em`1,r´s´upKq “˘upK Y tpm ` 1, r ´ s´quq, and that em`i,i`r´ps´`1qupKq “ 0 for all i ą 1.
Therefore,
f prqpupKqmA `mχMq “ upK Y tpm` 1, r ´ s´uq ` gprqupKq `mχM.
We deduce that#
s´`mź
r“s´`1
pf prqqarupHqmA `mχM ar P t0, 1u
+
spans H0pMq, because pf prqqarupHqmA `mχM is equal to
upH Y tpm` 1, r ´ s´q | ar “ 1uqmA ` pterms of lower Lie degree)`mχM.
Hence, H0pMq is a highest weight supermodule as required. 
Proof of Theorem 3.14. By Lemma A.2 and the universal property of Verma
supermodules, there is a surjective homomorphism θ : ΠpMpBq  H0pMq for
some B P Tab and some parity p P Z{2. By Lemmas 2.1 and 3.6, we have
that rH0pMqs “ rH0pM 1pAqqs in the Grothendieck group K0pW -smodfdq. By
Corollary 3.12, rH0pM 1pAqqs “ rKpAqs. These facts imply that dimH0pMq “
dimKpAq “ 2m, so that the spanning set from Lemma A.1 is actually a basis.
Since dimMpBq “ 2m too, this shows that θ is in fact an isomorphism, and
moreover we have established that rΠpMpBqs “ rKpAqs.
It remains to show that p “ 0¯ and B “ A. By their definitions (3.10) and
(3.7), the W -supermodules KpAq and MpBq are both diagonalizable with re-
spect to d
p1q
2 , the vectors kA and mB are eigenvectors of d
p1q
2 -eigenvalues bpAq
and bpBq, and have parities parpbpAqq and parpbpBqq, respectively. Moreover,
all other d
p1q
2 -eigenspaces in these supermodules correspond to strictly smaller
eigenvalues. As eprq raises dp1q2 -eigenvalues by one, kA must be a highest weight
vector. Hence, there is a non-zero (but not necessarily surjective) homomor-
phism MpAq Ñ KpAq,mA ÞÑ kA. This discussion implies that
rKpAqs “ rLpAqs ` `rLpCqs’s and rΠLpCqs’s with bpCq ă bpAq˘ ,
rΠpMpBqs “ rΠpLpBqs ` `rLpCqs’s and rΠLpCqs’s with bpCq ă bpAq˘ .
In the previous paragraph, we established already that rΠpMpBqs “ rKpAqs.
So we must have that A “ B and p “ 0, and the proof is complete. 
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 4.27
Fix N ě 2 and let UqslN be the usual quantized enveloping algebra over
the field Qpqq (q an indeterminate) that is associated to the simple Lie algebra
slN pCq. We denote its standard generators by
 
Fi, Ei,K
˘
i
(
1ďiăN . Let P :“
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i“1 Zεi be its weight lattice, with simple roots tαi :“ εi ´ εi`1u1ďiăN and
symmetric form p´,´q defined from pεi, εjq :“ δi,j . We have the natural UqslN -
module V ` on basis tv`i u1ďiďN and the dual natural module V ´ on basis
tv´i u1ďiďN . The actions of the generators on these bases are given by the
following formulae:
Fiv
`
j “ δi,jv`i`1, Eiv`j “ δi`1,jv`i , Kiv`j “ qpαi,εjqv`j ,
Fiv
´
j “ δi`1,jv´i , Eiv´j “ δi,jv´i`1, Kiv´j “ qpαi,´εjqv´j .
We’ll work with the comultiplication ∆ : UqslN Ñ UqslN b UqslN defined from
∆pFiq “ 1b Fi ` Fi bKi, ∆pEiq “ K´1i b Ei ` Ei b 1, ∆pKiq “ Ki bKi.
This is not quite the same as the comultiplication in Lusztig’s book [Lu, §3.1.3]:
our q and Ki are Lusztig’s v
´1 and K´1i . All definitions from [Lu] cited below
should be modified accordingly.
Let Θ be the quasi-R-matrix from [Lu, §4.1.1] (with v replaced by q´1), and
R “ RV,W : V b W „Ñ W b V be the R-matrix from [Lu, §32.1.4] for any
integrable modules V,W . Thus, for vectors v P V,w P W of weights λ, µ P P ,
we have that Rpv b wq “ qpλ,µqΘpw b vq. The following explicit formulae for
the action of the inverse of the R-matrix on V ˘ are derived in [BSW, §5]:
R´1pv`i b v`j q “
$&%
v`j b v`i if i ą j,
q´1v`j b v`i if i “ j,
v`j b v`i ´ pq ´ q´1qv`i b v`j if i ă j;
R´1pv´i b v´j q “
$&%
v´j b v´i if i ă j,
q´1v´j b v´i if i “ j,
v´j b v´i ´ pq ´ q´1qv´i b v´j if i ą j;
R´1pv`i b v´j q “
$’&’%
v´j b v`i if i ‰ j,
qv´j b v`i ` pq ´ q´1q
N´iÿ
r“1
p´qqrv´j`r b v`i`r if i “ j;
R´1pv´i b v`j q “
$’&’%
v`j b v´i if i ‰ j,
qv`j b v´i ` pq ´ q´1q
i´1ÿ
r“1
p´qqrv`j´r b v´i´r if i “ j.
For a sign sequence σ “ pσ1, . . . , σkq P t˘uk, we have the tensor space
V bσ :“ V σ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V σk , with basis tvσ1i1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vσkik u1ďi1,...,ikďN . Let p´,´q
be the symmetric bilinear form on V bσ defined by declaring that this basis is
orthonormal. There is an anti-linear algebra automorphism ψ : UqslN Ñ UqslN
defined by
ψpFiq :“ Fi, ψpEiq :“ Ei, ψpKiq :“ K´1i .
The modules V ˘ possess anti-linear bar-involutions ψ compatible with this in
the sense that ψpuvq “ ψpuqψpvq for all u P 9I, v P V ˘; these are defined simply
so that ψpv˘i q “ v˘i for all 1 ď i ď N . Applying Lusztig’s general construction
from [Lu, §27.3.1], we get also a (highly non-trivial) compatible bar involution
ψ : V bσ Ñ V bσ. Finally, let ψ˚ : V bσ Ñ V bσ be the adjoint anti-linear
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involution to ψ with respect to the form p´,´q, i.e. pψpvq, wq “ pv, ψ˚pwqq for
all v, w P V bσ.
Lemma B.1. Let w0 be the longest element of the symmetric group Sk, so
that w0pσq “ pσk, . . . , σ1q. For si “ pi i`1q P Sk, let Ri be the R-matrix
1bpi´1q b R b 1bpk´i´1q. Then let Rw0 : V bw0pσq „Ñ V bσ be the isomorphism
Ri1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Rikpk´1q{2 obtained from any reduced expression w0 “ si1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sikpk´1q{2.
Define R´1w0 : V
bw0pσq „Ñ V bσ similarly using the inverse R-matrices through-
out. Then, we have that
ψpvσ1i1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vσkik q “ q´
ř
1ďrăsďkpσir εir ,σisεis qRw0pvσkik b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vσ1i1 q, (B.1)
ψ˚pvσ1i1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vσkik q “ q
ř
1ďrăsďkpσir εir ,σisεis qR´1w0 pvσkik b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vσ1i1 q, (B.2)
for any 1 ď i1, . . . , ik ď N .
Proof. The formula for ψ follows immediately from Lusztig’s construction in
[Lu, §27.3.1], plus the formula expressing the R-matrix in terms of the quasi-
R-matrix from [Lu, §32.1.4]. To deduce the formula for the adjoint map ψ˚,
one reduces to the case that k “ 2, which may then be checked directly using
the formulae for R and R´1 displayed above. 
Henceforth, we will be interested just in the spaces Tm|n :“ pV `qbmbpV ´qbn
for m,n ě 0. Set
T :“ à
m,ně0
Tm|n,
with bar involutions ψ,ψ˚ : T Ñ T obtained from the ones on each Tm|n.
Like in (4.6), we denote the monomial basis of Tm|n by tvAuAPTabm|n , where
Tabm|n denotes the set of all tableaux A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn with entries satisfying 1 ď
a1, . . . , am, b1, . . . , bn ď N . Also let Tab˝m|n be the set of all the anti-dominant
tableaux in Tabm|n, i.e. the tableaux A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn satisfying 1 ď a1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď am ď
N ě b1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bn ě 1.
As in [Lu, §27.3.1], the bar involutions ψ and ψ˚ have the properties
ψpvAq “ vA ` (a Zrq, q´1s-linear combination of vB’s for B ą A), (B.3)
ψ˚pvAq “ vA ` (a Zrq, q´1s-linear combination of vB’s for B ă A). (B.4)
So we can apply Lusztig’s Lemma as in the proof of [Lu, Theorem 27.3.2] to
introduce the canonical basis tbAuAPTabm|n and dual canonical basis tbA˚uAPTabm|n
of Tm|n, which are the unique bases determined by the following properties:
ψpbAq “ bA, bA P vA `
à
BPTabm|n
qZrqsvB, (B.5)
ψ˚pbA˚q “ bA˚, bA˚ P vA `
à
BPTabm|n
qZrqsvB. (B.6)
Since ψ and ψ˚ are adjoint, the canonical and dual canonical bases are dual
bases with respect to the form p´,´q.
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Let S be the Qpqq-algebra defined by generators txi, yiu1ďiďN subject to the
following relations:
xixj “ qxjxi if i ą j, (B.7)
yiyj “ qyjyi if i ă j, (B.8)
yixj “ xjyi if i ‰ j, (B.9)
yixi “ qxiyi ` pq ´ q´1q
i´1ÿ
r“1
p´qqrxi´ryi´r. (B.10)
The algebra S admits compatible gradings S “ÀγPP Sγ and S “Àm,ně0 Sm|n,
the first of which is defined by declaring that degpxiq :“ εi and degpyiq :“ ´εi
for each i, and the second by declaring that Sm|n is the span of the monomials
uA :“ xa1 ¨ ¨ ¨xamyb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ybn (B.11)
for all A “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn P Tabm|n. The following theorem shows that each Sm|n has
two distinguished bases: the monomial basis tuAuAPTab˝m|n and the dual canoni-
cal basis tdAuAPTab˝m|n , which is explicitly computed. The proof is analogous to
that of [B3, Theorem 20].
Theorem B.2. The vectors tuAuAPTab˝m|n give a basis for Sm|n. Moreover:
(1) The Qpqq-linear map pi : T  S, vA ÞÑ uA intertwines the dual bar
involution ψ˚ on T with the unique anti-linear involution ψ˚ : S Ñ S
such that ψ˚pxiq “ xi, ψ˚pyiq “ yi and
ψ˚puu1q “ qpγ,γ1q´mm1´nn1ψ˚pu1qψ˚puq (B.12)
for all u P Sm|n X Sγ and u1 P Sm1|n1 X Sγ1.
(2) For A P Tabm|n, we have that pipbA˚q “ 0 unless A is anti-dominant,
in which case the vector dA :“ pipbA˚q is characterized uniquely by the
following properties: ψ˚pdAq “ dA, dA P uA `řBPTab˝m|n qZrqsuB.
(3) Let z0 :“ 0 and zi :“ xiyi´qxi´1yi´1`¨ ¨ ¨`p´qqi´1x1y1 for 1 ď i ď N .
Given A P Tab˝m|n of atypicality t, choose c1¨¨¨cta1¨¨¨am´tc1¨¨¨ctb1¨¨¨bn´t „ A such that
a1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď am´t and b1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bn´t. Then:
dA “ q´tpt´1q{2´#tpi,jq | aiącju´#tpi,jq | biącjuxa1 ¨ ¨ ¨xam´tzc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zctyb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ybn´t .
The vectors tdAuAPTab˝m|n give another basis for Sm|n.
Proof. In this proof, we will cite some results from [B3]. The conventions
followed there are consistent with those of [Lu], so that one needs to replace q
by q´1 and Ki by K´1i when translating from [B3] to the present setting. The
R-matrix RV,W in [B3] is the same as our inverse R-matrix R´1V,W :“ pRW,V q´1
(with q replaced by q´1); hence, in view also of (B.2), the bar involution defined
in [B3, (3.2)] corresponds to our ψ˚.
We begin by recalling the standard definitions of the quantum symmetric
algebras SpV `q “ Àmě0 SmpV `q and SpV ´q “ Àně0 SnpV `q. As discussed
in detail in [B3, §5], the former is the quotient of the tensor algebra T pV `q by
the two-sided ideal
I` :“ xv`i b v`j ´ qv`j b v`i | i ą jy.
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It has a basis consisting of the images v`i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`im of the tensors v`i1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b v`im
for m ě 0 and i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď im. Similarly, SpV ´q is the quotient of T pV ´q by
I´ :“ xv´i b v´j ´ qv´j b v´i | i ă jy,
and it has basis v´j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v´jn for n ě 0 and j1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě jn.
Let µ˘ : SpV ˘q b SpV ˘q Ñ SpV ˘q be the multiplications on these two
algebras. Then define a multiplication µ on the vector space SpV `q b SpV ´q
by the composition pµ` b µ´q ˝ pidSpV `qbR´1SpV ´q,SpV `q b idSpV ´qq. Since the
R-matrix is a braiding, this makes SpV `q bSpV ´q into an associative algebra.
Using the formula for R´1pv´i b v`j q displayed above, it is easy to check the
relations (B.7)–(B.10) to show that there is an algebra homomorphism
f : S Ñ SpV `q b SpV ´q, xi ÞÑ v`i b 1, yj ÞÑ 1b v´j .
Also the relations easily give that the anti-dominant monomials tuA | A P
Tab˝m|nu span Sm|n. Moreover, their images under f are a basis for SmpV `q b
SnpV ´q. This shows that f is an isomorphism, thereby establishing the first
statement of the theorem about the monomial basis.
To prove (1), we consider the diagram
T
S SpV `q b SpV ´q.wwww
pi
'' ''
pi1:“f˝pi
//„
f
It suffices to define an anti-linear map ψ˚ : SpV `q bSpV ´q Ñ SpV `q bSpV ´q
such that ψ˚ ˝ pi1 “ pi1 ˝ ψ˚, and then show that
ψ˚ppxb yqpx1 b y1qq “ qpα`β,α1`β1q´mm1´nn1ψ˚px1 b y1qψ˚pxb yq (B.13)
for x P SmpV `qα, x1 P Sm1pV `qα1 , y P SnpV ´qβ and y1 P Sn1pV ´qβ1 . The
generators of the ideal I` belong to the dual canonical basis of V `bV `, hence,
they are fixed by ψ˚. This implies that I` is ψ˚-invariant, hence, ψ˚ : T pV `q Ñ
T pV `q factors through the quotient SpV `q to induce ψ˚ : SpV `q Ñ SpV `q.
The latter map may be defined directly: it is the unique anti-linear involution
that fixes all the monomials v`i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v`im for m ě 0 and i1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď im. Similarly,
ψ˚ : T pV ´q Ñ T pV ´q induces ψ˚ : SpV ´q Ñ SpV ´q, which fixes v´j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v´jn for
n ě 0 and j1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě jn. Then we let ψ˚ : SpV `q b SpV ´q Ñ SpV `q b SpV ´q
be defined from
ψ˚pxb yq “ qpα,βqR´1
SpV ´q,SpV `qpψ˚pyq b ψ˚pxqq
for x P SpV `q of weight α and y P SpV ´q of weight β. It is immediate
from this definition and (B.2) that ψ˚ ˝ pi1 “ pi1 ˝ ψ˚. It remains to estab-
lish (B.13). Let µ˜` : SpV `q b SpV `q Ñ SpV `q be the twisted multiplication
m` ˝ R´1
SpV `q,SpV `q. Define µ˜
´ : SpV ´q b SpV ´q Ñ SpV ´q similarly. Then
let µ˜ :“ pµ˜` b µ˜´q ˝ pidSpV `qbR´1SpV ´q,SpV `q b idSpV ´q. This gives a twisted
multiplication on SpV `q b SpV ´q. Now let x, y, x1 and y1 be as in (B.13). We
apply [B3, Lemma 2] to deduce immediately that
ψ˚ppxb yqpx1 b y1qq “ qpα`β,α1`β1qµ˜pψ˚px1 b y1q b ψ˚pxb yqq.
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We are thus reduced to checking that
µ˜pψ˚px1 b y1q b ψ˚pxb yqq “ q´mm1´nn1µpψ˚px1 b y1q b ψ˚pxb yqq,
which follows as µ˜`pxbx1q “ q´mm1µ`pxbx1q and µ˜´pyby1q “ q´nn1µ´pyby1q,
as is pointed out at the beginning of the proof of [B3, Theorem 16].
We turn our attention to (2). If A P Tabm|n is not anti-dominant, then
the defining relations for S imply that uA “ pipvAq “ qkuB for k ą 0 and
A ă B P Tab˝m|n. Combined with (B.4), we deduce for A P Tab˝m|n that
ψ˚puAq “ uA ` (a Zrq, q´1s-linear combination of uB’s for A ă B P Tab˝m|n).
Hence, we can apply Lusztig’s Lemma once again to deduce that Sm|n has
another basis tdA | A P Tab˝m|nu, with dA being determined uniquely by the
properties that ψ˚pdAq “ dA and dA P uA ` řBPTab˝m|n qZrqsuB. This is the
basis appearing in the final statement of the theorem. In view of (1), for
A P Tab˝m|n, the vector pipbA˚q satisfies the defining properties of dA, hence,
pipbA˚q “ dA. To complete the proof of (2), we need to show that pipbA˚q “
0 for A P Tabm|n zTab˝m|n. This follows because in that case pipbA˚q lies inÀ
BPTab˝m|n qZrqsuB, which contains no non-zero ψ˚-invariant vectors.
Finally, we must establish (3). For this, we first prove the following commu-
tation formulae involving the zi’s:
xjzi “
"
qzixj if j ą i,
q´1zixj if j ď i; (B.14)
yjzi “
"
q´1ziyj if j ą i,
qziyj if j ď i; (B.15)
zjzi “ zizj . (B.16)
Actually, we just prove (B.14); then the proof of (B.15) is similar, and together
they obviously imply (B.16). It is obvious that xjzi “ qzixj for j ą i. Also
from the definitions we have that
xiyi “ zi ` qzi´1, (B.17)
yixi “ qzi ` zi´1. (B.18)
Hence, zixi “ pxiyi ´ qzi´1qxi “ xipyixi ´ zi´1q “ qxizi. Finally, to show that
zixj “ qxjzi for i ą j, we proceed by induction on i: zixj “ pxiyi ´ qzi´1qxj “
qxjpxiyi ´ qzi´1q “ qxjzi.
Next we derive the formula for dA under the assumption that m “ n “ t.
We need to show simply that dA “ q´tpt´1q{2zc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zct . Since the z’s commute,
we may assume that c1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď ct. We proceed by induction on t, leaving the
base case t “ 1 to the reader as an exercise. For the induction step, we have by
induction that dA “ q´pt´1qpt´2q{2zc2 ¨ ¨ ¨ zct where A :“ c2c3¨¨¨ctct¨¨¨c3c2, and must show
that dA “ q´pt´1qzc1dA. Expanding the definition of zc1 then commuting y’s
past dA, we get that
q´pt´1qzc1dA “ xc1dAyc1 ´ qxc1´1dAyc1´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` p´qqc1´1x1dAy1.
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It follows easily that this vector lies in uA`řB qZrqsuB, and it just remains to
show that it is ψ˚-invariant. Using (B.12), we have that
ψ˚pq´pt´1qzc1dAq “ qt´1q´2pt´1qdAzc1 “ q´pt´1qzc1dA.
To complete the proof of (3), assume first that m “ t ă n. Let A be obtained
from A by removing the entry bn´t from its bottom row. By induction on n,
we may assume that
dA “ q´tpt´1q{2´#tpi,jq | biącj`#tj | bn´tącjuzc1 ¨ ¨ ¨ zctyb1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ybn´t´1 .
We need to show that dA “ q´#tj | bn´tącjudAybn´t . It is easy to see that it
equals uA plus a qZrqs-linear combination of other uB’s. Then one checks that
it is ψ˚-invariant by a calculation using the commutation formulae and (B.12).
Finally, one treats the case m ą t in a very similar way: let A be A with the
entry a1 removed from its top row; by induction we have a formula for dA; then
one deduces that dA “ q´#tj | a1ącjuxa1dA. 
Now we switch to the combinatorial framework of §4.3, modified slightly since
we are working with slN rather than sl8. We re-use the notation λ ( n now to
indicate that λ is an N -part composition of n, i.e. a sequence λ “ pλ1, . . . , λN q
of non-negative integers summing to n. Fix for the remainder of the appendix
integers m,n ě 0 and a triple pµ, ν; tq such that 0 ď t ď minpm,nq, µ ( m´ t,
ν ( n ´ t, and µiνi “ 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , N . For each λ ( t, let Apµ, ν;λq
be the unique anti-dominant tableau with λi ` µi entries equal to i on its top
row and λi ` νi entries equal to i on its bottom row, for all i “ 1, . . . , N . We
denote bA, vA, bA˚, uA and dA for A :“ Apµ, ν;λq simply by bλ, vλ, bλ˚, uλ and dλ,
respectively. Set γ :“ µ` ν.
Lemma B.3. For λ, κ ( t, the dκ-coefficient of uλ when expanded in terms of
the dual canonical basis for Sm|n is non-zero if and only if λ “ κ´řN´1i“1 θiαi
for pθ1, . . . , θN´1q with 0 ď θi ď λi for all i, in which case the coefficient equals
N´1ź
i“1
qθipλi`1`γi`1q
„
λi`1
θi

.
Proof. We first observe by induction on r ě 0 that
xri y
r
i “
rÿ
s“0
qsr´rpr´1q{2
„
r
s

zr´si z
s
i´1. (B.19)
The base case is trivial, while the induction step follows using (B.14), (B.16),
(B.17) and the usual identity
“
r`1
s
‰ “ qs“rs‰ ` qs´r´1“ rs´1‰. Combining (B.19)
with (B.15), we get also that
pxri yri qysj “ q´srysj pxri yri q (B.20)
whenever j ă i.
Now take any λ ( t and set xλ :“ xλ11 ¨ ¨ ¨xλNN , yλ :“ yλNN ¨ ¨ ¨ yλ11 and zλ :“
zλ11 ¨ ¨ ¨ zλNN . By (B.7)–(B.8) then (B.20), we have that
uλ “ q´
ř
iăj λipµj`νjqxµxλyλyν “ q´
ř
iăj λipλj`γjqxµpxλ11 yλ11 q ¨ ¨ ¨ pxλNN yλNN qyν .
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Expanding each xλii y
λi
i here using (B.19), we obtain
uλ “ q´
ř
iăj λipλj`γjq
ÿ
pθ0,θ1,...,θN´1q
0ďθiďλi`1
˜
Nź
i“1
qθi´1λi´λipλi´1q{2
„
λi
θi´1
¸
xµzpλ,θqyν
where zpλ,θq :“ zθ00 zλ1`θ1´θ01 ¨ ¨ ¨ zλN´1`θN´1´θN´2N´1 zλN´θN´1N . Since zθ00 “ 0 unless
θ0 “ 0, and řiăj λiλj `ři λipλi ´ 1q{2 “ tpt´ 1q{2, this simplifies to
uλ “ q´tpt´1q{2´
ř
iăj λiγj
ÿ
pθ0,θ1,...,θN´1q
0ďθiďλi`1
θ0“0
˜
N´1ź
i“1
qθiλi`1
„
λi`1
θi
¸
xµzpλ,θqyν .
Now pick some pθ0, θ1, . . . , θN´1q appearing in this summation, and set κ :“
λ`řN´1i“1 θiαi ( t. By the formula from Theorem B.2(3), we get that
dκ “ q´tpt´1q{2´
ř
iăj κiγjxµzκyν .
Moreover, ÿ
1ďiăjďN
pκi ´ λiqγj “
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
pθi ´ θi´1qγj “
N´1ÿ
i“1
θiγi`1.
The last three identities displayed combine to show that
uλ “
ÿ
pθ1,...,θN´1q
0ďθiďλi`1
˜
N´1ź
i“1
qθipλi`1`γi`1q
„
λi`1
θi
¸
dλ`řN´1i“1 θiαi ,
and the lemma follows. 
Lemma B.4. For any λ, κ ( t, the inner product pbκ, bλq is non-zero if and
only if κ “ λ ` řN´1i“1 pλi`1 ´ ρi`1qαi for ρ “ pρ1, . . . , ρN q with ρ1 “ λ1 and
0 ď ρi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq for all i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1. In that case
pbκ, bλq “ rms!rns!
ÿ
τ
qspτq
śN
i“2
“λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´λi
‰“
λi`1`τi´τi`1
τi´ρi
‰śN
i“1rλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1s!rλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1`γis!
,
where we interpret λN`1 as zero, the summation is over τ “ pτ1, . . . , τN`1q
with τ1 “ λ1, τN`1 “ 0 and maxpλi`1, ρi`1q ď τi`1 ď λi`1 ` minpλi, ρiq for
i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, and
spτq :“
ˆ
m
2
˙
`
ˆ
n
2
˙
`
Nÿ
i“2
p2τi ´ λi ´ ρiqpλi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1 ` γiq
´
Nÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1
2
˙
´
Nÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi`1 ` τi ´ τi`1 ` γi
2
˙
.
Proof. We have that bλ “ řBPTabm|npbλ, vBqvB. Hence,
pbκ, bλq “
ÿ
BPTabm|n
pbκ, vBqpbλ, vBq “
ÿ
β(t
„ ÿ
B„Apµ,ν;βq
pbκ, vBqpbλ, vBq

. (B.21)
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To compute the number pbκ, vBq appearing on the right hand side of this
formula, we have that vB “ řAPTabm|npbA, vBqbA˚. Hence, in view of Theo-
rem B.2(2), we can compute pbκ, vBq by applying pi: it is the dκ-coefficient
of uB “ pipvBq when expanded in terms of the dual canonical basis of Sm|n.
For B “ a1¨¨¨amb1¨¨¨bn , we let `pBq :“ #ti ă j | ai ą aju ` #ti ă j | bi ă bju so
that uB “ q`pBquβ. Then Lemma B.3 shows that pbκ, vBq is non-zero only if
β “ κ´řN´1i“1 θiαi for pθ1, . . . , θN´1q with 0 ď θi ď κi for each i, in which case
pbκ, vBq “ q`pBq
N´1ź
i“1
qθipβi`1`γi`1q
„
βi`1
θi

.
Similarly, pbλ, vBq is non-zero only if β “ λ´řN´1i“1 φiαi for pφ1, . . . , φN´1q with
0 ď φi ď λi for each i, in which case
pbλ, vBq “ q`pBq
N´1ź
i“1
qφipβi`1`γi`1q
„
βi`1
φi

.
Observe also thatÿ
B„Apµ,ν;βq
q2`pBq “ q
pm2 qrms!qpn2qrns!śN
i“1 qp
βi`µi
2 qrβi ` µis!qpβi`νi2 qrβi ` νis!
“ q
pm2 qrms!qpn2qrns!śN
i“1 qp
βi
2 qrβis!qpβi`γi2 qrβi ` γis!
.
Putting these observations together, we deduce that the βth summand on the
right hand side of (B.21) is non-zero only if β “ κ´řN´1i“1 θiαi “ λ´řN´1i“1 φiαi
for pθ1, . . . , θN´1q and pφ1, . . . , φN´1q satisfying 0 ď θi ď κi, 0 ď φi ď λi for all
i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, in which case it equals
qpm2 qrms!qpn2qrns!
śN´1
i“1 qpφi`θiqpβi`1`γi`1q
“βi`1
φi
‰“βi`1
θi
‰
śN
i“1 qp
βi
2 qrβis!qpβi`γi2 qrβi`γis!
. (B.22)
Now we complete the proof by repeating the last part of the proof of Theo-
rem 4.14: in the formula (B.22), we replace φi by τi`1´λi`1 and θi by τi`1´ρi`1,
to deduce that the βth summand of (B.21) gives a non-zero contribution only if
there exist pρ2, . . . , ρN q and pτ2, . . . , τN q such that β “ λ`řN´1i“1 pλi`1´τi`1qαi,
κ “ λ`řN´1i“1 pλi`1 ´ ρi`1qαi, and maxpλi`1, ρi`1q ď τi`1 ď λi`1 `minpλi, ρiq
for all i “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, interpreting ρ1 as λ1. Then we simplify as before. 
Proof of Theorem 4.27. This follows from Lemma B.4 together with the dis-
cussion in [BLW, §5.9], on passing to the limit as N Ñ 8. The main point is
that the canonical basis tbA | A P Tabm|nu corresponds to the indecomposable
graded projectives in the graded lift of OZ constructed in loc. cit. thanks to
[BLW, Corollary 5.30] (and [BLW, Theorem 3.10]). The bilinear form p´,´q is
the same as the pairing from [BLW, (5.30)]. 
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